THE NEW PLANTATION ©2016
(A 250 YEAR CONSPIRACY?)
DEMOCRATS UNMASKED
Dedicated to my beloved family & this great nation that gave me the
opportunity to succeed or fail on my own.
I had the honor to briefly meet Dr. Ben Carson at the Silver Saddle
Restaurant in Tucson while he was touring our Open Borders. He might
not remember me or that my introduction was “AREN’T YOU TIRED OF
BEING MANIPULATED?” To which he replied, after closing his eyes to
consider his answer, “What do you mean?” (Thinking that I was being
aggressive), to which I replied “Yes, by the DEMOCRATS for over 200
years!” Then he gave me his gentle smile.
If only BLACKS & Latinos were to listen, understand, and emulate Dr.
Carson, and many other successful Latino and black men & women,
instead of the HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMAs, Al Sharptons (sharptongue)
and other demagogues, I would not have to write this Politically
Incorrect Novel (or my previous “A Kingdom without a King” of 2012),
taking away precious time from my family at my almost 80 years of age.
Thank you Dr. Carson for coming to the rescue of your (and our) people!
How do I know what you’re about to read? I was one of YOU!
WARNING: THIS P.I. NOVEL IS WRITTEN BY AND FOR THE OPEN
MINDED AND AMBITIOUS.
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR THE ULTRA LIBERALS, UTOPIANS,
POLITICIANS, BUREAUCRATS, HANDOUT RECIPIENTS, “YOU OWE
ME GENERATION”, AND ANY OTHER LAZY BUM.
About the title “The New plantation:
I was born on a poor family ranch in the middle of the jungle in Mexico
during WWII, so I know about plantations (HACIENDAS). I know about
poor uneducated/ignorant peasants surviving to feed themselves and
their family, having no time for education, and where child labor starts at
walking age. The politicians there are no different than anywhere else:
selfish liars, enslavers of the poor and ignorant. We call them
“CACIQUES, DIPUTADOS, COMPADRES, HIJOS DE LA CHINGADA,”
and many other adjectives not printable here. As you read this, you’ll
understand the title I selected instead of “FOR BLACKS ONLY” or “THE
UNMASKING OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY” or “GET OFF YOUR
BUTT” or “WE OWE YOU NOTHING” or “YOU LIVE ONLY ONCE, SO
WHAT ARE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?” because not only blacks are
enslaved by their own ignorance, so too are Latino, American Indians
and many other RACES!
Ignorance doesn’t discriminate!
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What will you find here? A collection of common sense experiences,
observations and most important, FACTS that I (and many others)
researched to HELP YOU HELP YOURSELF, YOUR FAMILY, YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD, YOUR CITY, YOUR STATE AND OUR COUNTRY.
Please, HELP ME: rate each chapter 0 to 10 (0=lowest, 10=highest) at
their end.
Pass along to others (they might pay taxes to support you).

he foundation of liberty and
freedom is EDUCATION; the
foundation of tyranny is
IGNORANCE.
Jose Jiminez, 5/16
As I was taught by my parents and
I teach all my children:
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
The rest, is up to you!
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1. YOU LIVE ONLY ONCE! IT’S NOW OR NEVER!

My rules for a successful life: P, P, P & P (nothing to do with peeing):
Passion: Find & seek your passion in life! (What do YOU want to do
in YOUR ONE SHOT at it)?............
Purpose: What is the purpose of your passion? Is it wealth, fame,
good health, legacy, self-satisfaction, retirement, or just survival at
the expense of other’s work and taxes?...........
Planning: Plan your life like a long trip to a destination. Always have
plans for sudden detours due to unforeseen events, i.e.: Marriage,
death, economics, government regulations, or high taxes.
Perseverance: Stick to your plan, but don’t be afraid of changing
directions or even your passion. Be realistic of your capabilities and
the difficulties you need to overcome. You’re better off changing
course than failing due to your stubbornness.
My Father’s Definition of Success or Failure:
Success is when you know you can succeed and keep on trying as a
result of your PERSEVERANCE.
Failure is when you know you cannot succeed and keep trying due
to your stubbornness (get to know when to hold them & when to
fold them).
My personal experience:
Persistency is the key to success: I observed, analyzed and
documented (the basic rules for innovation) an event in 1974, which
40 years later I was able to perfect. I then obtained my 41st patent,
and consequently revolutionized my industry.
Stubbornness: I should have divorced my 1st wife on our
honeymoon night instead of 20 years later.
Rating:_______
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2. FAMOUS QUOTES (Not verbatim):
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
(Democrat/President):
“The Welfare law I
just signed will help
us (US?) all,
especially the
poor.”
Lyndon B.
Johnson
(Democrat/
President): “The
Medicare/
Medicaid Law will help
the poor that will VOTE
for us for generations.”
And with “Aid to
Dependant Children
(ADC) will Depend on Us”
Jimmy Carter (The Peanut President): “The Department of Education I
instituted will help the poor and disadvantage”
Bill Clinton (Democrat President): “I never had SEXUAL relations with
that woman [Ms. Lewinsky].”
HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA (Democrat/President): “If you like your
doctor, you can keep your doctor.” “Al Qaeda is dead.” “Benghazi was a
peaceful demonstration gone bad.” “If you like your insurance company,
you can keep it.” “The IRS targeting of the Tea Party is a lie.” The list
goes on………….
Hillary Clinton (Democrat/Candidate for President): “I have no classified
secret emails” “Planned Parenthood helps the poor, black, and women.”
“We left the White House in 2000 bankrupt.” (Hilary and Bill were
bankrupt or the White House?)
George Wallace (Democrat Governor of Alabama):”over my dead body
will integrate blacks”(they did over his dead corpse)
Hussein Barack Obama and his entire cabinet including Hillary Clinton:
The Benghazi attack was due to a bad movie” but very helpful and
convenient before the 2012 elections.
Hussein Barack Obama: “The Dodd (R) & Frank (D) Law” (Congressmen on banking regulations): “The law I just signed will prevent
the TOO BIG TO FAIL bank failures,” (but they actually ruined 90% of
small banks, caused the ”Great Recession,” the stock market collapse,
ruined 50% of retirees assets, caused the real estate market collapse,
and created the new “PART TIME” work force.
Are the above by Coincidence or by Design?..............
Rating:__________
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3. MANIPULATION: WHAT IS IT?
DEFINITION: The art (?) of controlling something or someone by using
another art known as hypocrisy which is the art of intentional deception
(LIE) for the purpose of benefiting from the damage caused to the
victim(s). The MASS media has been a crucial accomplish on
disseminating the DNC propaganda, no different than IZVESTIA (Soviet
Union propaganda newspaper). Also read my sections on “Slavery,”
“Unintended Consequences,” and this entire politically incorrect novel.
Examples: “Vote for me and I’ll give you ANYTHING you want.”
“I’m here to protect you from those @#$%^& big businesses.”
“Black lives matter.”
“I will transform this nation.” (The ONLY truth Obama ever told, but he
never said what he would transform it into).
“Just this once my love and I’ll marry you.”
“Benghazi was due to an Anti-Muslim video.” (During the 2012 elections
all bets/truths were off!)
“Iraq is peaceful and recovering.” (Is it?)
“Iran is not dangerous to anyone.” (Ask their neighbors!)
For over 200 years, since the birth of this nation, the black population
(and every color/race, poor or ignorant) has been manipulated by the
same political ideology (regardless of party name or adjective) for the sole
purpose of CONTROLLING them and perpetuating SLAVERY of the
mind and body. If you are hungry, all you think of is food and even wild
animals of the worst kind can be domesticated by starvation. Do you
want to try it with your pet? .............
Starvation of the body is not as bad as starvation of the mind, which is
what this political ideology has been practicing by feeding the masses
(with the loyal assistance of the 5th column, see next section). One of
their typical sayings is: “I’m with the IRS and here to help you!”
Rating:___________

4. THE FIFTH COLUMN (A.K.A.: The News Media)
(Also read “Character Assassination” next)
When, in the history of a nation/village/family two or more parties
conspire to defeat each other’s opposing views, and when one of
them is camouflaged (not identifiable), it is called the 5th column. It
was called accordingly by a Spanish general to indicate those who
are underground are also traitors, because the VICTIM could not
easily identify them, and therefore TRUSTED them with their life.
This is what has happened to our great country over the last~50
years, since the Democratic Party infiltrated ALL aspects of our life,
mainly through news media, academia and bureaucracy. Yes, just
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like Karl Marx stated in his Communist Manifesto and practiced by
the Soviet Union and the family! YES, YOUR FAMILY!
Don’t believe it? Ask your children and young people their opinion
on YOUR Country…………….
Rating:_____

5. CHARACTER ASSASSINATION (Political Murder)
Character Assassination: It is not a technique created by Saul Alinsky,
but perfected by him. Read "Rules for Radicals." It was used originally
by politicians dating back to pre-Roman times, popularized by Friedrich
Engels as well as Karl Marx in his Communist Manifesto and put to use
by Hitler's press secretary Goebbels. For it to be successful, you have to
use the "POWER OF THE PRESS," including such news outlets as NBS,
CBS, ABC, BBC, MSNBC, Newsweek (now dead), NY Times and
countless others that are popular with the ignorant and idiotic readership,
who question nothing & implicitly believe everything. The "don’t care"
voter is not affected initially, but as Goebbels said, "…given time and
frequency to a lie, [it] will become true." Even conservatives begin to
believe it.
The Method (Saul Alinsky doctrine): A) Select a target of importance
(even saints have committed sins).
B) Research a personal topic (girlfriend, mistress, youth errands, traffic
ticket, etc.,) and if you find nothing, invent it (i.e.: throw the old lady over
the cliff or let the old lady die w/o Obama care).
C) Hold a "private" press conference with accomplished news media and
provide only the details & key words you want them to use.
D) Set dates for release, all within 3-5 day of each other for all the
population to hear/read at least 3-5 times (aka seed planting). Notice how
ALL the media then use the same key words & phrases. E) Revisit it 2-3
times until the character assassination has been successful (opponent
dropped out). So many good patriotic candidates wasted!
F) Party Assassination: If you DID or will do SOMETHING WRONG,
BLAME IT ON THE OPPONENT. For this practice, there are far too many
examples to list.
G) BLACK MAILING: If none of the above work, try the most ancient
method: BLACK MAIL the opponent! How? As stated before, even
angels have sin or have human weakness. The most popular and easiest
is SEX, whether it is with the opposite or same sex. How many politicians
have had to admit, under pressure, that they are homosexual (i.e.
Congressman Bernie Frank and many other) or that they had a lover (i.e.
General Petraeus)? And many others that refused to be BOUGHT out
(obey the master). In the case of General Patraeus, they PLANTED a
prostitute to SEDUCE him (WE GOT YOU)! We all have our weakness.
What’s yours?..........
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Who was Saul Alinsky? Read "Rules for Radicals." He was a founding
member of the American socio-communist-party, which is financially
supported by ultra-rich ex-royalty inheritors, Hollywood movie stars and
large corporations. A lot of the money comes from money laundered
"speaking fees” (i.e. The Clintons and George Soros). Notable disciples
of this party include: Bill Ayers, Hillary Clinton, and John Kerry (yes, the
same John Kerry, Vietnam Veteran [?] that threw his commendation [?]
medals in the river and accused our brave soldiers of MURDER; yes the
same that now is Secretary of State under Hussein Obama!), Jeremiah
Wright, Louis Farrakhan, Black Panther Party leaders, most news media
reporters & editors, as well as hundreds or thousands of university
professors.
Rating:________

6. HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA: CLOSE FRIENDS AND TUTORS

(Tell me who your friends are and I’ll tell who you are)
Who is Bill Ayers? A convicted & jailed bomber of the 1960-70s, founding
member of SDS (Students For a Democratic Society). He is a professor,
who, along with his wife Bernadine Dohrn, indoctrinates new members
into the SDS. And, most importantly, Bill Ayers is a personal friend, tutor,
adviser and confidant of both Michelle & Hussein B. Obama. (He went
into hiding after the HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA “election.”) He is also a
personal advisor to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs Valerie Jarrett (yes,
Obama’s Muslim-practicing personal advisor).
HUSSEIN BARACK
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OBAMA. Do you get the connection, or are you stupid (as defined by S.
Gruber, who aided HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA in the drafting of Obama
care)?
Who is Jeremiah Wright? He is a disciple of Saul Alinsky, mentor,
personal friend and pastor of Michelle & HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA.
Yes, the same that preached: “No, No, God Bless America, God Dammed
America!”
Who is Louis Farrakhan? He is a friend, neighbor (in Chicago) & advisor
of HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA (until the next election) and preacher of
The Nation of Islam (Muslim). He is also a personal advisor to Valerie
Jarrett (full blooded Muslim). Still don't get it? Or just don’t care?
Research the names, the internet is free, but FREEDOM isn't!
One typical methodology used by Communist Democrat party is that of
Congressman Raul Grijalva (Democrat, AZ). Grijalva, a self-declared
member of the American Communist Party, Chicanos Por La Causa,
(cual causa?) and other Anti-American organizations. Commie Grijalva
used his congressional position, office and staff paid by YOUR taxes
(against the law) to persecute professors at colleges and universities and
to cancel their teaching contracts. Other independent or “Conservative”
professors were also persecuted by him and forced to renounce their
posts. Don’t believe me?
1. Research Raul Grijalva, U.S. congressman.
2. Research The American Communist party.
3. Look for Grijalva’s admission to “I’m a disciple of Saul Alinsky”.
4. Check The Wall Street Journal “Opinion” section from April 10, 2015,
Page A13, “The Alinsky Way to Governing.” How do I know this? I know
Raul, his beliefs, and his ruthless tactics.
Rating:______
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7. WHY THE U.S.A. MUST REMAIN THE LEADER

By de facto, the USA became the exporter of not only goods to the world,
but more importantly became the “exporter,” promoter and defender of
freedom, liberty, and equality for all under the law established by our
founding fathers. How?
A) Our U.S. Navy protected the world from pirates and slave exporters
(mostly Muslims), the seas were not safe. Watch the 1950’s movie
“Pirates of the High Seas,” from Columbia Pictures.
B) The USA helped the British and Soviets (yes, commies) win WWII,
Europe had no peace within itself for longer than 30 years (now going on
70). Read up on “The Marshall Plan,” (officially the European Recovery
Program) that rebuilt Europe & Japan.
C) The USA defeated the USSR (yes, the old Russia & enslaver of
nations), along with China (yes, China was a murderous commie regime
until Richard Nixon pacified it in 1972 and Ronald Regan taught them
how to trade, rather than
kill and steal.) {Yes, the same Ronald Reagan, the U.S. President who
replaced Jimmy Carter. FYI, President Reagan ended the Cold War with
the Soviets which lasted from 1945 through 1989, during which your
parents had to hide under desks, in basements, churches, subways, ETC,
in case of an Atomic War!
D) The USA exported its ideas, products, culture (not always the best),
technology and it’s Constitution (yes, that 248 year old document),
Declaration of Independence and its 10 Bill of Rights amendments.
Until the United States took the lead in items A-D above, the world didn’t
know about their own inalienable rights. Do you know or care to know
about them? Read the US constitution!
Still don’t know why the USA must remain the leader of the world?............
By the numbers:
Hitler’s WWII killed over 60 million individuals like you.
The Soviets have killed over 120 million individuals like you.
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China has killed over 160 million individuals like you.
Cuba has killed over 1 million individuals like you.
Africa has killed over 70 million individuals like you.
Muslims killed over 100 million individuals like you in the middle Ages,
and are working on their second 100 million. Will you be one of
them? You still don’t get it or understand me? Watch “America, Imagine
The World Without Her” by Lionsgate Films and “Atlas Shrugged” (a 3
episode film series by Rocky Mountain Pictures). Read Plato’s Republic
which provides great background, or Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler, which
incites you to be brainwashed, or Not I, by Joachin Fest (R.I.P.), which
incites you to learn and build convictions. Read Saul Alinsky’s Rules for
Radicals, which teaches you to lie intelligently, or read Why Nations Fail
by Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson, which provides clear analysis
and proof how supra-capitalism (big government) stops development of
nations. In Mexico & Latino-America we call the process “Compadrasgo”
(Grandfathering). Rating:__________
8. HOW POLITICIANS OPERATE
Our professional POLITICIANS:
Demagogue (AKA: Manipulator of
People): Unlike demagogues of
yesteryear, modern ones can’t
succeed without the help of the
news media and
teleprompter. In the old
days, politicians were
community organizers
speaking to small crowds
that their voice could
reach. Then, with sound
systems they were able to
reach hundreds or thousands, and now with printed and electronic media
on their side, it’s unlimited! That’s why Goebbels (Hitler’s master of
propaganda), Engels (through Marx) and Alinsky concentrated their
brainwashing efforts on young idealistic and ignorant utopian academia (I
was one of them) who could then spread their propaganda gospel. The
Soviets were masters at it (read the Russian newspaper Izvestia) and our
own communist Democratic party perfected their technique with our tax
money! How?
A) They use the old and proven method of appealing to injustices (real or
imaginary) perceived by young students, especially those seeking to
become teachers (I was one).
B) Communism and Socialism are utopian forms of government only
applicable to non-humans (such as herds of cows, horses, sheep, etc.)
without full use of their brain. They are designed to only produce results
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for the elite who manage and control everything & everyone. Since they
are used to control everything, they become forms of Supra-Capitalism.
So, again, if you are part of the elite, it’s great! (My wife’s father was a
communist party leader) But if you are a peon, get back to the plantation
whitey, Chicano or nigger (you see, not only HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA
can use the “N” word; I do it to wake you up, whereas he does it to remind
you of slavery, to divide and conquer).
Definition: POLITICS (POLI=MANY, TICS=LIES)
Why do so many HONEST people avoid politics? Professional politicians
are narcissists that, as we say in Mexico think: “primero yo, después yo
y siempre yo” (first me, then me, and always me). In politics, you
CANNOT trust anyone, everyone is a suspect, NOTHING happens by
accident, and ALL is perfectly planned. The few politicians that were
CLEAN and joined the MUD POND, became DIRTY and in the process
LOST their love for their country. Example: Many representatives elected
in 2012 & 2014 who were supported by conservatives became RINO
(Republican In Name Only)
THE PROBLEM WITH OUR GOVERBNMENT:80%+ ARE lawyers and
as you know LAWYERS ARE LIARS!
Rating:_____

9. EDUCATION (AKA: INDOCTRINATION)
THE CRIMINAL COST OF EDUCATION
(indoctrination): How can anyone with
any brains justify an R.O.I (return on
investment) of 20 or more years? Formal
education is NOT for everyone! We need
carpenters, bricklayers, mechanics,
waitress, taxi drivers & technicians too (we
have them now but with a college degree
and over $100,000 in DEBT to you & I)!
IQ (INTELLIGENCE QUACIENT):
A) Take a below average IQ individual who
doesn’t graduate from H.S., or does but as
many of our “graduated” kids (~28%), is
deficient in reading, writing, comprehension, analyzing, speaking, and has
not worked during 12 years of “formal” education. Multiply the 12 years by
the average cost to taxpayers of over $20K a year = $240K (per kid)! If
he/she earns minimum wage of ~ $21,000 minus taxes, taxes and taxes,
their net spendable income is under $12K a year! His ROI (actually
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taxpayer ROI) is over 20 years + interest & inflation. If that same low IQ
individual had learned a trade at an early age, say 12, (Child labor? I
worked on the farm when I started to walk and I’m living longer than most)
and after about 6 years of apprenticeship, he/she could not only earn
twice as much and would have earned a higher salary during those 4
years and, most important, not wasted over $100K of the taxpayers
money. The fiscal taxpayer would have collected taxes from a productive
individual for at least 4 years more, would not have to support him/her the
rest of his life and his/her children with food stamps, free rent, TV, cell
phones, aid to dependent children, Obamacare, etc., etc. But
wait! Socialism to the rescue! Or is it? Welcome back to the plantation?
Every Democrat-Socialist President and Congress controlled
administration we have had since 1913 (President Woodrow Wilson) has
forced a new law/welfare program or expansion of old one. So ask
yourself; has it been worth the cost?
B) Take a group of 18 year olds who have just finished H.S. and have an
IQ of over 90, (regardless of the federal SCORES). What would be
important to the employer, the ½ who have had apprenticeship, on any
trade, or the other ½ who didn’t? Who would you hire? Who would you
take to learn his/her job? Who would be more qualified for a future
managerial position (even if it is flipping hamburgers)?
C) Ok, let's look at the 100+ IQ individuals that qualify to go to college
(not because of their color, race, quotas, etc., but only because of their
IQ) and who invest 4+ years of their life accumulating knowledge, but not
producing. This costs current and future taxpayers a debt of over $20$80K a year, (ivy league costs over $80,000/year) or an average of $50K
x 4= $200K! This equation assumes if, and only if, education took 4 years
but colleges don’t want your kids to graduate on time, they are their gold
mine!
C.1) The “Liberal Arts” (BSLA) graduate with no practical
experience (internship) would qualify (if he/she knows how to
drive) to be a taxi driver! Maybe even a limousine. (but watch out
for UBER)
C.2) The SEMT graduate (science, electronics, mathematics,
technology or other specialties) with GPA of <3.0 can start
earning 2x over minimum wage. Why? It will take about 3+ years
of his employer’s investment to break even (if he/she doesn’t quit
before 3 years). The same graduate with a >3.0 GPA and
practical experience would earn over 3 times minimum wage.
C.3) The > 3.5 GPA graduate without experience will earn > 3.5
of minimum wage.
C.4) The same > 3.5 GPA with experience will earn over 4x
minimum wage.
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Conclusion: Assume minimum wage is $8/hr. The C.1 graduate will earn
< $20K/year minus taxes, insurance, S.S., Medicare, Obamacare, and
other hidden taxes, with a net take home of about $12K/year! Now deduct
the student loan repayment! Do the math yourself here (FYI, there are
2,080 working hours in a 40 hour/week year). My guess is they will never
pay the loan. The C.2 graduate will take over 21 years to pay his student
debt. The C.3 graduate will go for his master’s degree and doctorate and
pay it back in about 5 years or less (through employer’s aid). But, wait,
what about HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA offering to “forget” the student
debt of over one (1) trillion $ of taxpayer’s money? He is marvelously
generous (like all Democrats) with OPM (Other People’s Money) or is it
OPIUM (Other People’s Indebt Unearned Money?). Who do you think will
have to pay for it all? ….hint: “U”
Wait again! What about the quality of education? Are our kids getting
QE? Are we parents getting ROI? Will the nation (taxpayers) get their
money back? As we all know, colleges and universities are controlled and
manipulated by ultra-liberal-communist professors (including Bill Ayers,
Bernadine Dohrn, Jeremiah Wright and Sharptongue who indoctrinate
(teach?) our children. This is a great deal for them because:
A) They brainwash them with their anti-American ideas using YOUR
TAXES!
B) They plant the seeds for future radical indoctrinating professors.
C) They get us taxpayers to pay for it all, along with their $300K+/year
salaries!
Don’t believe it? I know because I was a Democrat voter, I was a teacher
of empty brain students, and now I’m a factory owner that hires and fires
your children. Rating:________
10. HOW DID IT ALL HAPPEN? The Better Question Is: HOW DID WE
LET IT HAPPEN?
While millions of hard working patriotic Americans were busy rebuilding
this great country after the Revolutionary War to end Plantations (AKA:
civil war) and after WWII; while they were busy freeing other nations,
exporting orderly Democracy and tearing down the Berlin wall, the hippie,
drug loving radical student generation of the 1960/70s were being
brainwashed by communist “Intellectuals” under the direction of the
Politburo (the Communist elite party) through its president Nikita
Khrushchev. During the closing of Khrushchev’s speech of 1966 (on U.S.
soil leased to the U.N.), with his shoe banging the podium he said “We'll
bury you with your own shovels.” With the help of tremendous financial
wealth from Hollywood stars and elite wall street speculators, all Saul
Alinsky had to do is brainwash the drug loving, brainless criminal cop
killers, such as Bill Ayers, Bernadine Dohrn, the Black Panthers, the SDS,
the Jeremiah Wright's, the Al Sharptongues, the Louis Farrakhan's.
Later, this virus was passed to the Clintons, Valerie Jarrett, Raul Grijalva,
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John Kerry, John Edwards, Al Gore (inventor of the internet by his own
saying) and finally HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA; your very first black
president!
HOW DID THEY DO IT IN LESS THAN TWO GENERATIONS? (See
Singapore below) In three words: lies, lies and lies! To whom? To the
most vulnerable people they claim to help: the ignorant, uneducated
(including students), lazy, handicapped, stupid, gullible, the “Don’t Give a
Damns” (DGAD), dead voters, and the utopian idealistic.
To whom do you belong?
A) Ignorant: you don’t care about the future of your country…………..
B) Uneducated: you don’t study the political issues and compare them to
reality…………….
C) You are lazy and a blood siphoning leech…………
D) You are handicapped and your 1st instinct is of survival..………
E) You are stupid, because you know it is not true and you still believe
it…………….
F) You are gullible and believe anything anyone will tell you (synonym of
stupid)…………….
G) You are a DGAD: Don’t Give A Damn (AKA: non-voters)……………
H) Dead Voters; yes thousands of dead voters VOTE! AKA: FRAUD! Are
you dead?............
I) If you are a Utopian idealistic (the most dangerous type and carrier of
the most dangerous virus ) you think we humans are all the same like
herds of cattle, instead of individuals with our own illusions, desires,
needs, imperfections, ambitions and yes, minds & souls! If you are a
utopian, why are you still reading my work?............
Rating:______

11. GOVERNMENT IN A RATIONAL DEMOCRACY
WHAT IS IT? To govern the population that lawfully elects it under certain
written laws enacted by the elected representatives of the legal voters
and by the CONSENT of the GOVERNED. Its only purpose is supposed
to be:
A) The protection of its population and administrator of its wealth.
B) Administration and execution of approved constitutional laws.
C) Only do for the population what the population CANNOT do itself.
WHAT IT IS NOT:
A) A rational administrator of the nation’s wealth.
B) Omnipotent authority. Eventually voters have the last word with the
power of their intelligent voters or insurrection
C) Spreader of the wealth of those that produce to those that don’t
produce (welfare, Obama care, God, or God’s representative).
D) Everlasting; voters have the right and duty to change or end their
government by peaceful means. If the government becomes dictatorial,
they have the right & duty to change it by force (2nd Amendment).
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WHAT IT HAS BECOME: Nothing of “What is it” and all of “What it’s
Not.”
WHY? Let our illustrious Thomas Jefferson tell you on his own words
(pass them on to the democrats):
(~1802) “The democracy will cease to exist when you take away
from those who are willing to work and give to those who would
not.” “I predict future happiness for Americans if they can prevent
the government from wasting the labors of the people under the
PRETENSE of taking care of them.” “My reading of history
convinces me that most BAD government results from TOO MUCH
government.” “No freeman shall ever be debarred the use of
arms.” “The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to
keep and bear arms is a last resort, to protect themselves against
tyranny in government.” “To compel a man to subsidize with his
taxes the propagation of ideas which he disbelieves and abhors is
sinful and tyrannical.”
If you don’t know who Thomas Jefferson was….. You should not vote!
If you don’t know your rights and obligations…….You should not vote!
If you don’t know or understand the issues……...You should not vote!
But if you DON’T VOTE, someone will do it for you! So shut up and don’t
COMPLAIN!
A word about INFLATION:
What is it?........the increase cost of goods and services while your
income remains as is or decreases.
Who causes it?.......the politicians you elected(or didn’t vote)
How?........every law, rule, regulation imposed by the government causes
cost to increase, therefore since the business has to make a profit to stay
open, the MUST increase their prices.
Who pays for it?........YOU!
How much it costs us all?.........about 1.8 TRILLLION DOLLARS
How much costs you?..........about $12,000 annually per household
How do I know?......... read Competitive Enterprise Institute(non- political
organization) annual report of 2015.
Rating:_______
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12. IRRATIONAL GOVERNMENT

A better title might be “Irrational Governed People.” Why? Because
“people have the government they deserve” (Napoleon); that’s why
our founders gave us the 2nd amendment, Voting Rights, and
impeachment powers.
There are many forms of IRRATIONAL GOVERNMENT but the MOST
dangerous is the THEOCRACY. Why? They control the people with
irrational dogmas (SHARIAH laws?). Have you ever tried to have a dialog
with a religious fanatic?.......... Would you try to convince a Muslim fanatic
not to KILL INFIDELS, RAPE, ENSLAVE WOMEN, MARRY 10-YEAROLD GIRLS, etc., since that is what is written in the KORAN (laws of their
god given to Mohammad during his revelations)? He, (the Muslim), is
ready to die to collect his reward (72 virgins) for killing you!
Below is reprint of my message to Muslims from my previous novel
(2012) A Kingdom Without A King, written to STOP Hussein Obama
from doing what he has orchestrated: the destruction of our Great
Country. Sorry I failed but the ILLUMINATI are invincible by one man
alone
(need
your
help)………
Rating:_________
13. FANATICISMMUSLIMISM-FEUDALISM
(Reprinted from my 1st P.I.
novel, A Kingdom Without
a King)
I admit I’m ignorant about
your culture, but with all due
respect: WAKE UP! You
have been dormant for 1400
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years. If it weren’t for your depleting natural resources and the U.S.
foreign aid and technology, you would have long perished of starvation
and internal wars! As far as I know, you have no infrastructure, industry,
technology or ambition and can’t even compete with other cultures, you
have been left behind for hundreds of years and your practice of
interbreeding (having children with your relatives) has and will continue to
create physical and mentally inferior generations as well as create
criminal minds that need the ISIS, ALKAIDA, etc., to ”justify the collection
of the promised 72 virgins for murdering we infidels. But we got you beat!
We Christians get to collect 1000 virgins for saving other humans and the
environmentalist collect over a million leafs for screwing us all!(get it?).
Believe in your God, but for Pete’s sake, eliminate the messengers (we
Christians did it). You see, religion is like a sword, it has two edges to it, it
is the greatest motivator and instigator, the greatest builder and
destructor, the greatest source of happiness and sorrow. In the hands of
a believer, it can build the greatest art and architecture, but it can also
destroy it (you have perfect examples of both). Save your future (youth)
before it’s too late! They are frustrated with the lack of jobs, future,
dogmas, Sharia Laws, and are tired of the honor killings, suicide
bombers, the raping of children (under-age brides?), and the enslaving of
your own mothers, sisters and daughters honor killings? Come on! What
cave did you escape from?........... The Arab spring is just the tip of the
iceberg. You don’t hate us, you ENVY us and U.S.! We’re not perfect-you’ll get the good, the bad and the ugly all in one package. It’s up to you
to refine it (we will eventually). By the way, sorry about the liberal
Hollywood, rap music, pornography, homosexuality, et al! There are still
a “few good men” (and women) left. Sincerely!
PS: Sorry you didn’t listen. Now you know what I meant in 2012.
Fanaticism: “The MOST DESTRUCTIVE FORCE” (Homer ~400BC)
Rating:________
14. THE NEW TROJAN HORSE
About 3300 years ago, the Greeks defeated King Darius of Turkey by
purposely losing a small battle against him. Hence the phrase: ~
“Sometimes you have to lose a battle to win the war.”
What does this have to do with the NEW PLANTATION? Keep on
reading……….
If you care for your culture, life and your descendants, and keep yourself
informed (not through the 5th column), you know that since ~2010
(HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA’s term), there has been an uprising of
Muslim sects against each other in the Middle East. When HUSSEIN
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BARACK OBAMA pulled our troops out of Iraq (and soon Afghanistan) he
created the worst Jihad against western cultures and religions other than
Muslim of his own sect. “So what?” you might say, “Let them kill
themselves! Leave us alone!” Well, it’s not that simple. Eventually they
will run out of their own people to kill and will come after western
culture………….they are here! (Germany, France, Netherlands, USA, etc.
next will be China but they won’t ( or have) put up with them, they have
the A bomb and will use it. Want to bet?...........How do I know?.....my
wife is Chinese.
Facts:
1. The new TROJAN HORSE: The invasion of Europe and the US
by Muslims under the pretext of escaping their own war. But why
are 80% of “refugees” males between the ages of 16-30 (prime
age range for defending their families & lives)?
2. Why do they [“refugees”] refuse free western food, local
neighborhoods and shelter, and instead, seek refuge in the
established Muslim ghettos? .........
3. Why do they claim they are not devout Muslim fanatics
(remember the Koran states that lying & even denying your
religion for the purpose of ultimately destroying the infidels is a
pardoned offense; ask HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA)?
4. Western European countries, such as Germany, are desperate to
find cheap labor to replace their own since their liberated
women have elected to have recreational sex instead of
maintaining responsibility and descendants. Bye-bye 4th Reich!
The horse is coming!
5. HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA has promised to grant refugee
status to over 100,000 Jihadists (“Refugees”). Make that over
200,000 since he cannot tell the truth.
So what does the “NEW TROJAN HORSE” title have to do with
Jihadist? The soldiers of ancient Greece pretended to have been
defeated by the Turks, and as an admission of their defeat, gifted the
Turks a giant wooden horse where they hid many soldiers. The horse
was left at the doors of TROY. After the Trojans got drunk and
celebrated their victory with the slave women the Greeks had tied to
the horse, the soldiers came out and conquered the Trojans and King
Darius. Get it?....................
Rating:________
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15. SOME DEFINITIONS and famous (or infamous) phrases:
Manipulation: CONTROL.
Opportunistic: Exploiter of ignorant, physically, or mentally handicapped
or disabled people for the sole purpose of personal gain, power, wealth or
political position. He/she pretends to represent and protect those
aforementioned. He/she uses others and lies in rhetorical speeches of
pseudo-fairness, equality, and justice to convince his audience of his love
for them. If that is not enough, they’ll use character assassination on the
opponent(s) or promote hatred between populations using the divide and
conquer principle. Examples: men vs. women, rich vs. poor, black vs.
white (& all others), gays vs. heterosexuals, Catholics vs. all others,
Muslims vs. Christians, population vs. police, etc.
Typical opportunistic: HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA, Nancy Pelosi and
Harry Reid, Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump, to name a few.
Some of their famous little known statements: (fill-in-the-blank)
“At least he doesn’t have the heavy negro accent”………..(H. Reid)
“We have to pass it to find out what’s in it”…………(N. Pelosi)
“Tell Putin that after the election (2012) I’ll have more
power”…………(Hussein O.)
“We passed it because we knew the stupid American voter didn’t
care”…………(HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA regarding his Obama care
architect)
“Benghazi killing was due to an anti-Muslim video”………..(HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA)
“What difference does it make?” (They are DEAD!).............(Hillary
Clinton)
“The IRS persecution of the Tea Party was nonexistent”…………(HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA)
“A few years ago he (HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA) would be serving us
drinks”………(B. Clinton)
Teleprompter: The most efficient device of deception and lies. Why? An
honest speaker doesn’t need a machine to remind him of the TRUTH, but
only of the LIES he/she must perpetuate.
IRONY: The OPPOSITE effect of what you normally would expect.
Example: Since the end of Vietnam War, the US has had but ONLY ONE
enemy and only ONE attack on our own land since WWII. But the US
has still experienced over 35 years of continuous bloodshed of our
bravest men & women, and this is only getting worse. The common
enemy (by their choosing): The MUSLIM religion. The IRONY: we have
our very OWN imported Muslim President!
Rating:___________
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16. REINVENTING AMERICA (AKA: REDISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH)
We all know and remember what HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA
campaigned for and what might be the only THRUTH that has come out
of his mouth. “We will have wealth redistribution.” He also brought along
reforms to health care, working hours, income, etc. His aim was to
promote the standing of the POOR to the MIDDLE class (another great
deal in pursuit of a utopian society, etc.). I guess that when he (actually
the Democratic Party) realized he could not elevate the poor to the middle
class (too heavy?) It was more efficient to BRING THE MIDDLE CLASS
DOWN! The heavier the mass of an object, the harder it
lands…correct?..........
So how do you like your PART TIME job? Or the loss of your dream
home? Your new doctor? Your new insurance rates? Your new net
worth? How about your new reduced income in light of rising costs on
everything (except gas because of the great American ingenuity of
fracking)? In spite of his Executive BAN on new pipelines?............
Well, their (referring to HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA and the democratic
party) dream is being realized and materialized, and you are excluded
from experiencing it, unless you are a politician or >#8 on my chart in the
section “Does the Tide Lift All Ships?”
Rating:______
17. DIVIDE AND
CONQUER
One of the most
successful and damaging
techniques, according to
Saul Alinsky (a mentor of
the modern democratic
party and author of Rules
for Radicals) is to create
division: race vs. race,
language vs. language, religion vs. religion,
poor vs. rich, women vs. men, gays vs. hetero, prochoice (baby killers) vs. pro-life, civilians vs. police, and
even children vs. parents (practiced by The Soviets from 1917-1989).
HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA and the Democrats have been very
successful in using these wedges to split U.S. and us apart. Some
examples of the recent past are:
1. Black vs. white: search Jeremiah Wright (His “Goddam America”
sermon), Louis Farrakhan (Nation of Islam), Black Lives Matter (only
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black?) fully endorsed and $ supported by Eric Holder, HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA, Sharptongue, Black Panthers, etc.
2. Spanish vs. English: illegal immigrant invasion, or, as the Democrats
call it, “Dream Seekers” (the Democrats are always changing the
adjective to hit your heart).
3. Protestants vs. Catholics: i.e. the abortion pill and other heart-softening
adjectives or excuses to incite envy, mistrust and even hate! Remember
the white policemen murdered by blacks in NYC after HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA made his comments about the killing of a black thief
by a white policeman? Or the thief killed by the white policeman in
Ferguson? Or the suicidal drug dealer in the police car? (His mom &
LAWYER just got $6.4 million from YOUR TAX DOLLARS) And…
4. HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA’s continuous comments that he is your
brother's keeper. But, the black population has never been worse off
since his election to the president of the New Plantation.
5. Women’s rights "movement,” just like all other legitimate social
movements, has been taken over by democrats and lesbians not for
women’s rights, but to secure women’s votes.
6. Abnormal vs. straight? (or is it normal to be homosexual? If yes,
humans wouldn’t exist!): just over 20 years ago democrats were against
gay marriage because it was “politically correct,” but they now support it.
Why? Because it's politically correct!
Talking about “Political Correctness”, it took me over 50 years to learn the
traditional English language, just to find out that they (Democrats) have
changed every adjective I learned into something different to suit their
political agendas:
Traditional Adjective/New Adjective

Negro (mostly originally from Nigeria)/Black
Black (skin color)/African American
Indian (Pre-European residents)/Native American
Homosexual (performs male & female sex)/
Gay/Lesbian/bi-polar/transgender, etc.
Lazy (guevon, good for NOTHING)/Dis-advantaged VOTER
Wetback (hard working illegal)/Illegal Immigrant, dreamer, drug dealer,
etc.
Illegitimate Children-Fatherless Children/Single Mom
Anchor baby/Pending (waiting for NEW adjective)
yours:………….
Aid to Dependent Children/ADC (Initials are more deceptive!)
Food stamps/can’t remember the new LONG name w/o meaning
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WHY? READ ALINSKY’S RULES FOR RADICALS, then read Plato’s The
Republic.
The Greeks invented democracy, but soon learned that “demo” is to
people as “cracy” is to be ruled by; and demo has many heads (but not
necessary learned brains). Just before the Greek society collapsed, Plato
wrote his masterpiece, The Republic, the Perfect Society. The rules made
any newborn the property of the state (which the Soviets later enacted
and the Chinese Communists limited the number of children), rather than
of their parents (this is dumb) and established population levels, much
like the Hindu caste system (another dumb-dumb idea). He [Plato]
however, proposed several fundamentals every citizen must learn:
A) Literacy: reading and writing.
B) Listen to and play soft music (AKA: classical); no rap noise.
C) Science & mathematics as a cornerstone.
D) Philosophy.
E) Greek history.
F) The right to vote after the age of 40
G) Run for political office after the age of 45 with TERM LIMITS!
Rating:________
18. DOES THE TIDE LIFT ALL SHIPS? Not if some have holes!
Some of the holes are:
Lack of: Education, English literacy, culture,
trade, ambition, desire to advance, selfreliance, obedience to the laws, pride in
oneself & ancestry, responsibility,
fatherhood, citizen’s rights &
obligations, ignorance of the U.S.
Constitution and Bill of Rights,
political issues & their
consequences. Which ones
do you lack?.............
IMMIGRANTS VS
RISING TIDE:
Note: I’m Mexican born, came to this great country at 21 after a
generous~$30k scholarship from your ancestors (the taxpayer) to pursue
my advanced education. I didn’t know English (only Zapoteca, Spanish &
German) and had ~$600 to my name after selling my teacher’s position in
Mexico. My father said to me, “Don’t forget your ancestry.” He meant that
if you know where you come from, you’ll know where you’re going. My
ancestry dates back to ~1382 in the village of Festenberger, in what is
now Poland, but back then was part of the Germanic tribes.
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MY OWN 0-10 CLASSES TABLE
(WHAT’S YOUR NUMBER?)
10: ULTRA RICH: inheritor, entrepreneur, 16+years politician.
You?...........
9: UPPER RICH: inheritor, entrepreneur,12+ years politician. You?...
8: MID-RICH: Fortune inheritor, entrepreneur, 10+ year politician, drug
lord. You?.........
7: LOW RICH: Drug-distributor, entrepreneur, 8+ year politician, English
speaking Immigrant. You?......
6. UPPER MID-CLASS: Professional, entrepreneur, 6+ year politician,
English speaking Immigrant, drug dealer. You?....
5. MIDDLE-CLASS: Tradesman, hourly employees, entrepreneur, English
speaking, drug retailer. You?...........
4. LOW MID-CLASS: Apprentice, drug pusher, non-English speaking,
part-time worker. You?..........
3. UPPER POOR: Smart welfare recipient, non-English speaking
immigrant, handicap, druggie. You?.......
2. MID-POOR: Dumb welfare recipient, non-English speaking, lazy,
handicap, drug addict. You?...........
1: LOW-POOR: Homeless, dumb-dumb welfare recipient, non-English
speaker, drug addict. You?..........
0: DEAD
UNEDUCATED IMMIGRANTS (don’t confuse the uneducated with the
ignorant; usually farm workers): Because of family necessity, many
immigrants didn’t have the opportunity to receive even the most basic
education (presumably because they have had to work on a farm since
childhood) and, for the most part, seldom or never learn English.
Therefore, they fall into the lowest paying jobs that lazy Americans on
welfare don’t even want (because they have no desire to get their black or
white hands dirty at it). The first generation of foreign speaking
immigrants never, or very infrequently, climb above step #3 of the rising
tide. I reserve steps 1 and 2 to the mentally/physically handicapped,
elderly, and lazy. You set their steps.
CHILDREN OF UNEDUCATED IMMIGRANTS: If parents are hardworking and discover the benefits of being bilingual, their kids stand a
~12% chance of climbing the ladder to step #5 (mid-middle
class), otherwise they might make it to step #4 (lower-middle class),
unless they fall into the jaws of gangs, drugs, etc., in which case, all bets
are off!
The following generation (3rd) descendants of the ~12%, stand a 52%
chance of getting a postgraduate education & jumping to step #7 (low
rich) otherwise they hover over step #6 (upper middle class). By this time,
most descendants of educated immigrants have assimilated into the
general population and lost most contact with their ancestors in foreign
countries.
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EDUCATED IMMIGRANTS:
(know some English or have the
background to learn it fast). Usually they start at step #4 or higher, and if
they continue their formal education or become entrepreneurs, they can
jump to step #7 or 8 within their lifetime. Almost 80% of this type of
immigrant reaches step 7 or 8. Their children (2nd generation) have
mixed results. Why? It is usually due to a lack of ambition, since they
lived a privileged childhood (no necessity, which is the mother of all
inventions). I reserve steps 9 & 10 (upper & ultra-rich) for the inheritors of
fortunes or multi-millionaire entrepreneurs.
LEGAL IMMIGRANTS: Why do democrats avoid legal immigrants?
Because legal immigrants risked their lives & escaped from countries
controlled by demagogues (like all politicians), they are self-made and
hate handouts, are independent, proud of their heritage and self-reliant.
30-40% of these legal immigrants start a new business. These
businesses include everything from landscaping to factories, and the last
thing they want is more government control. They are very proud (for
legitimate reasons) of their accomplishments, and hated HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA when he denied them the credit of their
accomplishments. Remember this quote from Obama: “That business
factory? You didn’t build it yourself; we all did it for you.” That’s why most
legal immigrants are independent and support anyone but liberal (or
progressive, socialist, communist or confederate) Democrats or whatever
new adjective they’ll use in the next election.
BLACKS, NATIVE AMERICANS AND HISPANICS: Most of them suffer
from an identity & inferiority crisis. BLACKS were freed from plantations,
but that doesn’t mean that they are out of the plantation yet. A great
percentage of blacks have just changed masters. Why? Is it due to a lack
of two parent households (father & mother), or pride in oneself? Or is it
an inferiority complex? Indians, a.k.a. Native Americans, were given
independence, but within their plantation only and under the vigilance of
their master, the U.S. government. Native Americans were forced to
breast-feed off the taxpayer, with alcohol being substituted for milk. Is it
now the U.S. government’s problem to wean them? Or is it the Native’s
problem?
HISPANICS: Splinter off into two classes: the educated and uneducated
(just like Blacks & Native Americans, but more pronounced). The
uneducated are self-discriminating and keep to themselves due to their
self-imposed segregation. They are easy prey for the Democrats,
because they haven’t learned that nothing comes for free. They believe
the lies of demagogues (Raul Grijalva) in their new country, which bear
similarity to those of their old country. They are a lost cause for the GOP,
unless they can say it in Español (see “Española” below). The educated
Hispanics can become a GOP or Tea Party supporter if the GOP & TP
remind them of the reasons they abandoned everything and risked their
lives to seek refuge in this great country. They remind them that they can
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still be rescued from the socio-communist Democratic Party plans to
convert the United States to another Mexico, Cuba, Venezuela,
Argentina, Brazil, etc. Just ask them: “Quieren regresar al sistema de
donde huyeron? Al compadrazgo, injusticias, al poder del rico, la
ignorancia del pobre, al colonialismo del extranjero, a los drogueros y
carteles? Si, si, voten demócrata. Si no, bienvenidos a la tierra de la
libertad y el hogar de la oportunidad!
Rating:____________
19. LAWFUL DEMOCRACY VS “PROGRESSIVE” DEMOCRACY
(Singapore vs. Socialism and Liberal Democracy)
The first time I visited Singapore in the
1970’s, I was looking for customers for
my products, (and for a country to
migrate to in the event Jimmy Carter
was re-elected). Singapore was in the
infancy of its miraculous revolution, as
directed by its Benevolent Dictator Lee
Kuan Yew (just recently deceased at
91 in 2015). Mr. Lee, Prime Minister of
Singapore, a tiny sliver of land
containing over 5 million people,
realized that his nation was a divided
country comprised of several
languages and races, all independent
of each other. The country was made up primarily of Asian refugees who
had survived the Communist Holocaust throughout Asia (over 160 million
killed by China alone), and was in deep trouble.
How, in just under 40 years, did Lee Kuan Yew turn this microscopic
multi-race backwater country, with a GDP of under $1K per capita (U.S.
was over $10K GDP), into a country whose GDP surpassed the U.S. in
2009? And why did the U.S. GDP plunge drastically after HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA’s first year in office? I’ll briefly explain and let you be
the judge.
Before his election as president in 1963, Mr. Lee studied and memorized
the Magna Carta (just ~ 800 years old), the U.S. Constitution and the
accompanying Bill of Rights. He concluded they held the secret to an
orderly & LAWFUL Democracy. This orderly and lawful democracy was
contingent on the enforcement of its laws and principles by the
government, consequently assuring the support and obedience of its
citizens. Lee analyzed the successes and failures of the U.S. model and
determined that politicians were converting the rights and laws into
dogmas. They did this by twisting rights and laws for their own personal
benefit (and for the benefit of their financial supporters), by buying the
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votes of electorates but never paying them back by keeping their
campaign promises. He then assessed the population of his tiny new
nation, composed of over 6 races and 10 languages. He understood the
population was mostly comprised of poor educated refugees that had left
their motherland empty handed, but still held golden assets. Such assets
were education, ambition, a strong work ethic, and, the most pivotal
commonality, links to ancestral family upbringing based on Confucian
teachings.
As a side note, Confucianism was not regarded as a religion, but rather, a
collection of philosophies which most of us have forgotten or were talked
into ignoring by Communist-Socialist-Liberal-Progressive Teachings. I
remember when I met him he said to me, “one of the biggest mistakes
James Madison and Thomas Jefferson made was ignoring the future of
the great nation they were creating.” “What was it?” I asked. “They did
NOT choose a MANDATORY official language, like I’m doing here in
Singapore. How can any people be UNITED when they don’t understand
each other?” he replied.
My father was German and an admirer/follower of Confucian philosophy.
He told us children from birth, “Your first love and responsibility is to
yourself.” You’re no good to anyone if you are no good to yourself,
placing your family second, followed by your city, state and nation in that
order. Confucius’ four principles, which all societies have, but do not
follow, are:
XIUSHEN: Cultivate and care for yourself.
QIJIA: Take care for your family.
CHENGSHÌ: Take care for your community.
ZHIGUO: Take care for your country.
How do I know them? My wife is a Chinese Tiger Mom!
Mr. Lee’s political speeches always circulated around those four
principles and his only promises were: HARD WORK for ALL (no
freeloaders), HONEST SMALL GOVERNMENT, FAIRNESS UNDER
THE LAW, and PUNISHMENTS OF CRIMINALS. Those four promises,
like the Confucian 4 principles, were very familiar, and consequently were
wanted and demanded by the population since he was always re-elected
by a great majority until his retirement in 1990. When asked how he had
turned Singapore into the envy and example of many nations, (including,
China, Taiwan, Korea and other nations) he replied, “Very simple. I
listened to our people, I spoke the truth, and I followed our constitution,
kept our government small and honest, punished criminals, and never
made promises or lied to them.” When told that dictatorships are not
democratic, he replied, “They re-elected me because we have a LAW &
ORDER DEMOCRACY, not a liberal democracy like the USA”
(referring to B. Hussein Obama’s Presidency). So you be the judge; do
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you want a liberal democracy, like the democrats impose on us and on
the U.S., or do you want a LAWFUL DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC? Don’t
forget Plato’s saying, “Democracies have many heads, but not many
brains.”
Rating:_________

20. OBAMA, WHO IS HE/WHO IS HE NOT?
He is: The Democratic Party (any and all
of its 5 adjectives) spokesman and
representative, period! Since he is
just its spokesman, anything you
hold against him is a 100%
reflection of the Democratic
National Committee. So,
don’t shoot the messenger!
He is not:
1) A Niger (as he defines it)
because he is NOT a descendant of
slaves or Nigerians.
2) He is not an African-American because he was
NOT born in the USA (Indonesian passport).
3) He is NOT a proud citizen of this great country
because he hates it and declares himself a citizen of the world (see
below).
4) He is not a Christian because he was raised and formed as a
Muslim.
5) He is NOT to be trusted because he has NOT made a statement that
doesn’t have at least one flagrant lie! “If you like your doctor…,” or “If you
like your plan… [Obamacare] will save you over 3k/year…” It is not so
much the lie, as it is the method of saying them. He is a pathological liar,
as is evident by the scandals of his administration, such as: Benghazi,
the IRS, NSA, Obamacare, Iraq, Iran, Syria, Egypt, Afghanistan… the list
is endless! And I thought that Bill Clinton was the worst (“I never had sex
with that woman, Miss Lewinsky”), who was disbarred and impeached
(is Hillary next?).
Again, if you don’t agree with the above, conduct some internet research
(if you are too young to remember the events). Or consider, “We were
able to pass Obamacare because we knew the American voter is TOO
STUPID to understand it, and had to have the President (HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA) sell it to them!” (to paraphrase Steve Gruber, the coauthor of Obamacare).
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You still don’t believe it? So why are you still reading this?.......stay with
the News Media to keep you ignorant, Stupid & Lazy. Maybe you believe
the utopian thinking that humans are animals fed and protected by a
master Democratic National Committee, waiting their turn to be
slaughtered? If you are the latter one, you’re WORSE than ISIS, AlQaida, etc. You are worse than fanatics willing to blow themselves up!
The exception is that you are the 5th column (AKA traitor). They expect to
get 72 virgins. How many would you get? The only difference between
political fanatics and religious fanatics is just that you don’t believe in a
God & they do! All else is the same, that’s why we CANNOT negotiate
with a Muslim zealot or a hard-core liberal, progressive, socialist,
communist, or confederate plantation owner! They’re all the same
regardless of the adjective!
So if you don’t believe me, stop here and throw my work away. Do it now!
………..
The strategy of the lies is in the Democratic National Committee’s gospel,
as instructed by Saul Alinsky to the new radicals, such as the Clintons
and HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA. It is evident in their commentary, such
as “The end justifies the means” where the issue is never the issue. The
issue is absolute power. So how you get it is not the issue, the issue is
to get “absolute power!” Once you get absolute power, you can
transform anything, like a potter with clay in his hands. Even
America! Isn’t this what he said he would do on the eve of his election in
2008? ..... Remember?......
“I will transform America!”
Rating:_____
21. THE OBAMA vs. CLINTONS
WAR and 2016 ELECTION
Remember the comment
Bill Clinton made
about Obama? “A
few years ago he
would be serving us
cocktails”?.....
Remember the 2008
election? His
attacks on Hillary
and vice-versa?......
Remember Harry
Reid comments
about “not that heavy
negro accent”?.......
Why do you think Obama gave Hillary the secretariat of
State?........hint: to keep her in a leash.
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Why do you think Obama insisted in she blaming the anti-Muslim
video for Benghazi before the 2012 election?...........
Who do you think insisted in getting TOP SECRET emails from
Hillary?........
Why do you think John Biden decline to run for president until
now?.......
My guess: Hillary will NOT BECOME president if Obama can help it,
but……..Hillary (&Bill) have the impeachment card against Obama
but…….if impeached, Biden would become the president tempore
and Hillary’s dream would become her nightmare!.
How can I a simple man get in between them and DIVIDE them
further?........... any suggestions of yours?............
Who will end up DEAD or in JAIL or in Kenya?..........
Rating:____
22. WHAT IF…..(This is scary! DON’T READ if you are Sensitive)……
As you might know, back in 1963 during the
LBJ Democratic Party
Presidency,
PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
was founded
by
Margaret
Sanger,
with the help of the
richest people in the
world, your
taxes and the
backing of the
entire
Democratic
Party.
Planned Parenthood was founded for the “purpose” of HELPING the
POOR WOMEN at the expense of murdering their babies (sorry, fetuses).
Who was Margaret Sanger? Research her, or Planned Parenthood. Hint:
She was an ardent admirer of the infamous Dr. Joseph Mengele. Who
was Dr. Mengele?......research it…hint: The head genetic researcher
under Adolf Hitler. Don’t know who Hitler was?.........I give up! You’re too
young, ignorant, idiotic, or all of the above. But just in case I’m wrong, Dr.
Mengele was in charge of experimenting with the Jews and mentally
retarded (now we call them ADDS, to confuse you & desensitize you?) in
order to isolate the GENE responsible for REPRODUCTION and have
them vanish from the human tree.
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For what you might ask? What do you think?........... To perfect the gene
to his vision!
After the end of WWII, Dr. Mengele escaped to
Argentina/Chile, settling near Cordoba, Argentina, to continue his
research in reproductive genes. Around 1965, Margaret made a “tourist”
trip to Buenos Aires, but no records exist if she met Dr. Mengele. That’s
all I can give; the rest you have to research.
But WHAT IF, or better stated WHY are, almost 80% of murdered
(sorry, aborted) fetuses BLACK? Why is the black population ~12%
now, and was previously ~16% in ~1960s? (Note: disregard the
Black on Black murders in Chicago, New Orleans, and the police
killings, etc.). Why are the murdered black baby (sorry, fetus) parts
in high demand (retain a higher sale value) by the genetic labs,
especially with the obtainment of inner organs? Why are most
Planned Parenthood clinics located in black neighborhoods? I
present many questions without answers. I’m NOT accusing, just asking
the WHY/WHAT if’s.
Oh my GOD! What IF!.............. AND WHY WOULD THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY, THAT LOVE AND PROTECT THE BLACK and POOR, BE
BEHIND IT? It makes me feel GUILTY that I’m paying taxes to KILL
mostly black BABIES!
As stated in the article “Racial Disparity” by Mr. Jason Riley, which was
published in the Wall Street Journal on 9-16-15 (page 15), and not quoted
verbatim: “Black abortions are 5 times HIGHER than other races…more
black babies are aborted (killed) than born,” and quoting professor
James Studnicki, Sharon Mackinnon & John Fisher of OJPM, “the
disparity doesn’t match the demographics” (rephrased) “Blacks are killing
5 times more black babies than other races.”.………..WHY?........
My conclusion is most black fathers are in jail, on drugs, dead, or just
plain IRRESPONSIBLE due, mainly, to the disintegration of the BLACK
FAMILY. The irony is this disintegration is a result of the absent FATHER
(it’s a vicious cycle). Now, what are you going to do about it?
................ Also read my thesis: Slavery: Past, Present & Future.
Rating:______
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23. HOW EMPIRES FAIL
Every single empire that has
existed and eventually failed
consisted of two crucial
elements, regardless of
whether they were a
theocracy (religious),
autocracy (dictator),
dictatorship
(usually military), or
monarchy. These two elements are: (1)
THEY HAD A DEMOGOGUE (good
talker), and (2) THEY HAD A STUPID AUDIENCE.
That’s all! Some exceptions would be truly patriotic revolutionary talkers
who help to overthrow a current political system. Examples of these
talkers can be found in the history of the American War of Independence,
the French Revolution, the Mexican War of Independence (the latter
which led most of Latino-America to gain independence from Spain), to
name just a few. Of the aforementioned conflicts, only the American War
of Independence led to a successful new form of government because of
the selflessness of their leaders and their commitment to the rule of law
by their constitution. Even the French transitioned from a monarchy to
anarchy to autocracy before achieving a quasi-democratic system.
SOME EMPIRES THAT HAVE, OR MIGHT FAIL, AND REASONS:
Empire-Demagogue-Supporters-Results
Greece:-Autocracy & quasi-Democracy, imploded due to complacency
and the roman rebellion
China 1:-Monarchies imploded due to isolationism.
China 2:-dictatorship Millions killed during the anarchy that followed China
1 and the British & Japanese invasions.
Japan: They byte a fish too big to chew (U.S.A.) and choke to death.
China 3–Mao Zedong (Communism era), over 160 million were
murdered, mostly because they opposed communism.
Roman-Autocracy & quasi-Democracy, imploded due to moral decay
(Clintons, Franks, Udall, Etc.
Aztec-Autocracy-theocracy, imploded with the help of Spain, resulting in
over 20 million deaths.
Inca-Theocracy, imploded. Spaniards arrive at the end of the empire.
Over 15 million killed.
Maya-Unknown, but high taxation & draught is highly suspected.
British-Monarchy, genetic defective due to interbreeding? It lost its
colonies and became a trader/service nation.
French-Monarchy: Robespierre’s Reign of Terror led to hungry people
and anarchy. Then there was Napoleon and finally, quasi-democracy.
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Nazi-Socialism: Adolf Hitler and idiot masses led to WWII-over 60 million
murdered.
Soviet Union-Marxism led by Lenin/Stalin/Khrushchev>120 million
murdered and over 25 nations enslaved.
USA-HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA-Welfare dependent ideologies.
Note: The present demagogue in the USA (HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA)
has determined that since he cannot elevate the poor to middle class,
he’ll deflate the middle class to the poor! It’s a proven method that works
in our school system; doesn’t it? If he has to abandon the White House,
and if you vote the Democratic Party, Hillary will continue his policies.
Rating: _________

24. SLAVERY: PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
SLAVERY-PAST:
Over 5 million years ago,
the first slaves were
defeated tribes, and over
time slavery has been
perfected by the
victorious. Slavery doesn’t
only create forced labor,
but actually CONTROL
over the other person(s)
in mind and body. Even
the prison population
(jail-inmates) would
qualify as slaves because,
as stated above, they are controlled by
other humans…aren’t they? ....... If we agree on this definition of
slavery (forced labor in exchange for any benefit), then we can
continue. Otherwise, skip this section, or write me your own
definition. Ok? ............
HISTORICAL FACTS: Skipping the non-recorded history (almost 5
million years) and starting over 40-50,000 years ago, the first slaves
were whites (minority race then) enslaved by its black masters for
thousands of years, forcing them out of Africa and into Europe,
Eurasia, and the Americas. Agreed? ......... Rumors (no proof, but
claimed by the infamous Al Sharptongue) asserted that whites,
under the mastery of blacks, built the Egyptian pyramids (in other
words: whites were slaves of blacks). Because of continuous
migration, we can safely assume that at one time or another, every
race, tribe, or human being, has been a slave or master of each
other. Correct? Example: Babylonians were slaves of Canaanites
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(ancient Palestinian), Jews under Egyptians, Egyptians under
Babylonians, Babylonians slaves under Persians, Greeks under
Romans, Romans under Barbarians, Barbarians under each other,
British under Romans, Vikings under Germans. In just the last 400
years, all of Latin America under Spain, Portugal, Netherlands,
Africa & S.E. Asia were enslaved by Muslims and many European
nations and the Chinese (and Vice Versa).
Do you get the point? .......... Presently, it’s legal in some countries
to have slave children and sex workers. For millions of years, we
have survived slavery and even become masters of our previous
masters. Agree? ........ Now, let’s take the one and only quasi-race
that has not been able to overcome this and hides behind the veil of
reality for convenience or financial benefit.
Black African slaves were sold by their own black African captors to
Muslim enslavers, who in turn sold (the survivors) to countless
plantation owners, mainly in the U.S., Caribbean, and South
America. Many of them in small countries still remain on plantations
(get informed). Do you agree? ...........
Only Britain and the U.S, abolished slavery in the late 1700s. Did you
know that part of the reason our glorious U.S. Constitution and its
“BILL OF RIGHTS” ratification was delayed over 3 years (1787), was
due to the request of southern estates (Georgia, Virginia, West
Virginia and the Carolinas)? These states were governed by
Democratic Party members led by Thomas Jefferson, among others,
who delayed ratification because “abolishing slavery would cause
economic hardship to their states.”
Do you agree? ........ Did you know that Abraham Lincoln (a
Republican President assassinated by a Democrat actor &
plantation inheritor), after long negotiations with southern states to
obey our constitution, declared slavery and plantations
unconstitutional and sent troops to enforce this?
After which the confederacy declared the War of secession
(otherwise known as the Civil War) to free you all from the
Democrats that controlled the confederate plantations and your
ancestors. Furthermore, did you know that over 600,000 soldiers,
mostly white, died fighting for your freedom? Or, that the
Republican Party was founded by, among others, a rich white lawyer
by the name of Richard Henry Dana? Dana was the first person to
fight and successfully challenge the Supreme Court in 1850, which
led to the determination that BLACKS were NOT property of anyone
but of themselves and GOD...
To recap this section (Slavery):
1. All races have been slaves and masters of each other.
Correct? ............
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2. Most, if not all, have overcome the mutual animosity felt by both
master and slave histories, and learned to live in peace with each
other. Correct? ............
3. The black “family” in the USA is almost non-existent or below
30%. (Fatherless children) Correct? ............
4. Over 60% of black youngsters are dropouts or illiterate. Correct?
……......
5. Over 50% of jail inmates are black (blacks account for over 12%
of U.S. population). Correct? .........
6. Blacks were over 15 % of the population before Planned
Parenthood ……….
7. Over 60% of welfare funds (taxpayer dollars) are wasted on fewer
than 25% of the US population. Correct? ...... Note: Abovementioned percentages are educated guesses of experts, since the
government won’t disclose “races” of beneficiaries. Why? ...........
8. The unemployment (or unemployable) rate among blacks is 5
times that of Asians. Correct? .....
9. Less than 0.5% of blacks are considered upper middle class, over
12% middle class, over 0.01% super rich (mostly rappers, movie/TV
actors, athletes, church leaders and community organizers).
10. The percentage of blacks in bureaucratic positions in federal
and state jobs is over 45% (three times that of its population). Why?
............
11. 98% of black voted for the first black candidate for U.S.
president. Why? .............
12. 92% of blacks vote for Democratic Party candidates. Why?
13. Over 50% of blacks recognize: The Democratic Party=
Communism=Socialism=Liberal=Progressive=Confederate
plantation owners as their protectors. Why?..............
14. During the period of “emancipation” (in which slaves became
free), a great percentage of blacks refused to leave the security and
comfort of a plantation in exchange for freedom, liberty,
responsibility, self-reliance, hunger alleviation, and yes, the fruits of
your labor! Correct? ............
My Own Opinion: American Blacks, unlike other races (groups) have
no culture of their own (rap noise?) because they all originated from
different regions in Africa. In other Caribbean countries they made
their own culture.
Rap Noise: Incites youngsters to drugs, rape, lawlessness, family
disintegration, etc. Correct? ............
SLAVERY-PRESENT:
If you agree with at least 70% of what I have outlined above, let’s
continue and look at the PRESENT PLANTATION.
The present plantation is the result of special interests and of a
political movement as old as our great nation. It is disguised (as
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usual) to help the poor, disabled or handicapped population at the
expense of the working class. The new plantation was first
introduced in the 1930’s, was then promoted by and became law
under Franklin Roosevelt’s Democratic Party Supermajority (a
supermajority) under the title “The New Deal.”
Like the recent OBAMACARE, this “New Deal” was not read,
analyzed or debated for its consequences. This resulted in the
introduction of “welfare” in any all its forms. Agree?....
Later, in the 1960s, another Democratic Party’s (supermajority)
initiative shoved down our throats by Democrats was executed
through Lyndon B. Johnson’s “Perfect Society.” This was an
expansion of Roosevelt’s “New Deal” and paved the way for
Medicare and Medicaid, as well as many more giveaways, such as
Aid to Dependent Children (ADC), free room and board, free TV, food
stamps, the infamous Planned Parenthood, and much more.
Obamacare (passed into law by another supermajority) added more
food inside the bird’s cage. Would you like to escape from the cage
and join the land of the free and the home of the brave?.............
What did you have to do to get it? Vote Democrat until your death
and beyond (the dead have voting rights in certain states). Do you
agree so far?....... “So what,” you might ask. “I’m getting all those
freebies in exchange for my vote, that’s not slavery. Is
it?”....... Would you agree that slavery is restricted to not only forced
labor, but also the deprivation of liberty and freedom?...... Would
you consider a caged bird, which you feed daily and maintain, as an
enslaved bird? If you open the cage, more than likely, it would fly
away and seek freedom and the chance to survive on its own. If not,
the bird will either die looking for food and shelter, or go back to the
safety of its cage and vote Democrat infinitely. Agree?...... This is
why millions of blacks who are on welfare won’t dare try to survive
on their own and enjoy the fruits of their own labor. They prefer the
safety of the plantation vs. the risk of failing; like the rest of
humanity and the animal kingdom!
So, Lyndon B. Johnson (Democratic President) who signed the
“Perfect Society” expansion of the welfare law (by another
Democratic supermajority) said in confidence, “With this, they will
vote for us for generations to come.” Who was he referring to?.....Is
this any different than Vice President Joe Biden telling HUSSEIN
BARACK OBAMA, after the signing of the OBAMACARE, “This is a
great fucking deal for us! ”(Who is the “us” referring to?)
As you might have read, I’m a Mexican born U.S. citizen. In Mexico
we have no blacks because there was no need for them; the
indigenous population was willing to become slaves of their new
masters, the Spaniards.
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CONCLUSION: Every time the descendants of the plantation
OWNERS have super majority in congress, they manage to impose
their dictatorial laws to keep you inside their new plantation.
Right?.......isn’t time you become emancipated?....or just ONE of
US?............
My own experience:
When I went to school in Chicago, to supplement your generous
scholarship (thanks to your taxes), I sold anything I could in poor
Hispanic and black neighborhoods. These neighborhoods were
mostly “housing projects” (Cabrinni?). I immediately made the
parallel connection to plantations (haciendas) in Mexico. These
people, I told myself, are “slaves” of the “system.” Later I realized
(before I switched from being a Democrat to a Republican and
ultimately to an Independent) that political party names mean
nothing! The end result is what matters, and the end result is
SLAVERY! Agree?..….
Why did 98% of blacks voted for HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA in
2008& 2012?....... Was it because he is black?......... If yes, you are
more racist than anyone. Was it because he represents the party of
the plantation? If yes, you are either lazy or insecure. Right?......Or
was it because you had hopes that he would help you get out of the
hole you got yourself into?........ If yes, are you better off after his 8
years in power?....... he really fool you(and US) didn’t he?....Do you
(like some blacks) think that we “owed” it to you? If yes, I GIVE UP
on you! If not, let’s work together so you can support yourself, your
family, pay taxes, and re-pay to our society what you OWE to us and
to U.S.!
How are we going to do it?........TOGETHER:
1. Escape the plantation; get a job before the illegals get it.
2. Learn to read and write so you can get a higher paying job,
understand the issues before you vote, and avoid voting on
emotions or when hungry; don’t vote for the entire party. Don’t be
lazy. You’re actually voting for yourself and your family’s future!
3. Read and practice Confucius’ four essentials life.
4. Read my (actually my father's) P.P.P.P. guides for a successful
life (listed below again).
A. Love, educate and protect your family.
B. Teach your children the value of knowledge (knowledge is
power), morals, respect, self-reliance, responsibility, and relay to
others your values and fortunes.
C. Find and follow a ROLE MODEL. Contact Condoleezza Rice or Dr.
Ben Carson and many other decent successful blacks and ask them
to help you! You’ll be surprised how many people have GREAT
HEARTS!
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D. Follow Confucius’ four rules for a happy life (yours, your family,
and our nation):
Xiushen: CULTIVATE YOURSELF (take care of yourself 1st so you
can take care of the rest).
Qijia: Take care of your FAMILY (the only thing you will leave
behind).
Chengshì: Take care of your community (tell me where you’re from
& I’ll tell you who you are).
Zhiguo: Take care of your COUNTRY (People have the governments
they deserve).
THE FAMOUS 4Ps:
My father's P.P.P.P. (4 P’s) for a successful life. (I have practiced these
all my life).
“P” for PASSION (pasion): Find and seek your passion in life! What do
you want to do? What do you want to be when you grow up?
“P” for PURPOSE (proposito): What is the purpose of your
passion?........... Wealth, fame, good health, legacy, self-satisfaction,
retirement, or just survival at the expense of other’s work and taxes.
“P” for PLANNING (planeamiento): Stick to your plan but don’t be afraid
of changing directions or even your passion. Be realistic of your
capabilities and difficulties to overcome.
“P” for PERSEVERANCE (perseverancia): Stick to your plan but don’t be
afraid of changing directions or even your passion. Be realistic of your
capabilities and the difficulties you need to overcome. You’re better off
changing course than failing due to stubbornness.
My Father’s Definition of Success and Failure.
SUCCESS: when you know you CAN succeed and don’t give up (AKA:
PERSEVERANCE)!
FAILURE: when you know you CANNOT succeed and KEEP on trying!
(AKA: STUBBORNNESS)
Which one are you?.............
CONCLUSION: As with everything in life, “IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO.”
In this case, THE ENSLAVER AND THE SLAVE. Which one are
YOU?........
In other words: You only live once, make the best of it (read chapter 1
again)
SLAVERY-FUTURE: It will never end! Again, as my father told me: “So
long as there are two human beings alive, one will try to control
(manipulate? enslave?) the other.”
If you can’t fight them, join them and work hard to become a master!
Rating:_____
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25. WOMEN AND MUSLIM SLAVERY:
Notice: Seven young, well-dressed future TERRORISTS and 1
BAREFOOTED woman carrying three children…..

Why do Muslims enslave women? For the same reason we enslave
cows, hens, and any other female reproductive animal: for their
OFFSPRING! See, Muhammad was smart. Back around 1400 years
ago, he knew that he could NOT compete with the religion of Christianity
on a one-to- one basis. Therefore, to justify his polygamy (he had
approximately 6 wives, in addition to concubines) he made it mandatory
for women to become the PROPERTY of men, so long as they were
FERTILE. The non-fertile were to become PROSTITUTES. Why? He
knew that the Arab population was minute compared to the rest of the
world and that he was going to have ALL INFIDELS (including YOU)
converted or KILLED. He also knew that a woman’s reproductive life
ranged only 20-30 years, while men were fertile for 50 years or more.
This is significant because at that time about 50% of offspring died of
several causes, including sickness, wars, terrorism, etc. He also foresaw
the woman’s liberation movement in the rest of the world, so he
decided (sorry, “heard” from his God) that man should have as many
wives as he can support, so long as they are capable of reproducing.
Now, let’s analyze today’s population:
NON-Muslim population is NOT reproducing enough to replace itself
recreational sex?). Correct?.........
The Muslim population is reproducing at about a 300% rate
(approximately 6 offspring per couple and because of poly gamy multiply
6 by ~3=18 future jihadist per man). Correct?.....
There are approximately 1 billion Muslim practicing Islam and 4 billion
people practicing other religions, including 1.6 billion Christians and 1
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billion non-religious people (mainly Asian and Euro Americans).
Correct?............
If Muslims are reproducing at a rate of ~ 6:1, how long will it take them to
outnumber us all? My guess, about 3 generations or in 60 years! Unless
Iran gets his firecracker and Israel decides to FIGHT for its survival.
HUSSEIN BARACK OBAMA won’t
protect us, as it would go against his
MUSLIM TEACHINGS! Don’t believe
me?......see the Wall Street
Journal front page of 4-21-16
and analyze the picture. It
says it all about Hussain
Barrack Obama.
Rating:________

WOULD YOU LIKE A ONE-WAY TICKET TO ISLAM?

26. UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES?....Really?........
What follows is my opinion of a few unintended consequences of some
federal and state programs/departments, and the end results. You decide
if they have been beneficial or harmful to the nation as a whole, the
BLACK & POOR populations, and true to their intended purpose.
PROGRAM: INTENDED INTENTIONS-ACTUAL RESULTS…..YOUR
OPINION
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN: Assist the poor in escaping the
present plantation. Result: fatherless households (the more fatherless
children you have, the greater the compensation)……………..
MEDICARE & MEDICAID: Medical assistance to the poor and elderly.
Result: CRIMINAL: Rampant FRAUD and WASTE of over $500,000,000
(500 billion tax dollars annually), enrichment of drug companies (big
donors). Why can I buy the same drug in Mexico/Canada at ~25% the US
price?...........
DISABILITY: Aid to legitimately disabled people unable to work. Result:
Created generations of liars, fakers (doctors and patients) and
>$300,000,000 in taxpayer’s FRAUD/WASTE (I had an ex-bureaucrat
neighbor on disability playing golf with me, I asked him why and his reply:
“why not? I deserve it, I worked 20 years for it) I blew the whistle on him
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but nothing was done by the Tucson City Council (all democratic control)
that now are almost bankrupt!
UNEMPLOYMENT EXTENSIONS: Prolonging aid in severe economic
periods to find a job. Result: More plantation dependency
and wasted taxpayer dollars, resulting in more paid vacation time for most
recipients……….
SOCIAL SECURITY: Retirement benefits for those who PAID SOCIAL
SECURITY TAXES ONLY. Result: The Social security fund has now
been ransacked by bureaucrats for their OWN benefit. (i.e. BUYING
votes in exchange for food stamps).…………..
MANDATED 12-YEAR EDUCATION: Instituted to prepare youth for a
productive life. Result: Creates a system in which 20% are illiterate and
25% are dropouts; half of this population then ends up in jail or
dead.…………..
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EDUCATION: Helps minorities (blacks, etc.)
receive “formal” education. Result: Over 50% of them do NOT graduate
or can’t find a job in their field, resulting in the creation of >1 TRILLION
dollars in taxpayer’s debt. Ultimately acts as an agent of reverse
discrimination against QUALIFIED WHITES & ASIANS; but the blacks
suffer the most because they feel like failures when they graduate and
few are hired by the industry ( the ultimate judge) not because they’re
black but because unlike in college they had to compete with other
applicants.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INDOCTRINATION (aka: EDUCATION)… In
1975 Democratic President Jimmy Carter, under a fully democratic
controlled congress (again), authorized the creation of the Department of
Education. At the time the United States ranked in the top 3 in the world
academically. Result: 50 years later the United States is again 3rd in the
world, but it is now from THE BOTTOM …..coincidence?........
Who have been the most affected?..........Those that cannot escape from
PUBLIC schools, end up fatherless, on drugs, in jail, and dead at early
age. Are you one of them?............if you are black, Native American or
Hispanic, the chances are 70% that you won’t escape the plantation.
When the HELL are you going to rebel against the
PLANTATION?..............
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT: forced hiring of any minorities
(mostly blacks) by quotas (% of color employees = % of color population).
Resulted in reverse discrimination, just like in schools, and lawsuits
enriching the lawyers, but leaving unemployable minorities where they
were. Those who were discriminated against overcame the obstacles
(survived) and are doing okay now. A.K.A. Survival of the fittest!
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MINIMUM WAGE: Help the poor and ignorant?....NO! Imagine the tax
collection of ~$15 billion for the bureaucracy to waste & steal! Who will
pay for it?.....YOU! Companies will raise their prices or go out of
business. That’s all!
PLANNED PARENTHOOD: Aid in abortion for rape, health reasons.
Result: DECREASED black population from ~16% to ~12%, due to
almost 1 million black babies being murdered annually to sell their body
parts!!!!............
IF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY POLICIES ARE SO GOOD, THEN
WHY?.........(PLEASE ANSWER MY QUESTIONS)
1. Are blacks worse off since the NEW DEAL of FDR ...........
2. Are blacks poorer since the PERFECT SOCIETY of LBJ. …….
3. Are ~100 million people on welfare programs? ……………….
4. Is the middle class shrinking? ……………………….
5. Are the ultra-rich richer? ………………..
6. Is our nation's >$20 trillion in debt? (>$100 trillion in liabilities)………..
7. Is our GDP shrinking below Singapore? ……………..
8. Is our education system 3rd from the bottom out of 30 countries? ……
9. Are over 30% of our students H.S. dropouts? ………………
10. Do 50% of drop outs have criminal records or end up in jail? ………
11. Can’t our graduates (of what?) find a job? ………………..
12. Are major companies relocating to lower tax countries? .......
13. Are Americans renouncing their citizenship? …………..
14. Are our taxes the highest in the world? ………..
15. Does the President have to lie to its people? …………….
16. Are these states and cities going bankrupt: (all DNC controlled, some
for over 100 years) Detroit, Madison, Chicago, Philadelphia, Minneapolis,
Baltimore, Washington D.C., Cincinnati, St. Louis, Oakland, Anaheim,
Tucson and many more?
17. Are over 50% of the jailed population black? ..............
18. Is drug use and crime out of control? ……………..
19. Are your grandchildren fatherless? ……………..
20. Are you on welfare, receive food stamps, or any other form of
taxpayer free loading? ……….
21. Have you lost your basic human principles of pride, self-reliance and
survival instinct? ………….
22. Are you poorer (unless you’re a bureaucrat)?.............
23. Are you still reading this? …….
Rating:_________
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27. THE NEW AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE?.......you got to be kidding!
AKA: The DEMOCRAT’S WAY OF DESTROYING THE INDIVIDUAL,
FAMILY, VILLAGE, STATE & NATION (THE NEW CABRINI HOUSING
PROJECT)
(Copied w/o permission from a friend’s Email)
For a guy and his girlfriend with two kids all you have to do is follow these
proven steps:
1. Don't marry her!
2. Always use your mom's address to get your mail.
3. The guy buys a house.
4. The guy rents out house to his girlfriend with his 2 kids.
5. Section 8 will pay $900 a month for a 3 bedroom home.
6. Girlfriend signs up for Obamacare so guy doesn't have to pay for family
insurance.
7. Girlfriend gets to go to college for free being a single mother
8. Girlfriend gets $600 a month for food stamps.
9. Girlfriend gets a free cell phone.
10. Girlfriend gets free utilities.
11. Guy moves into home, but continues to use moms address for his
mail.
12. Girlfriend claims one kid and guy claims the other kid on their tax
forms. Now both get to claim head of household at $1800 credit.
13. Girlfriend gets $1,800 a month disability for being "crazy" or having a
"bad back" and never has to work again.
THE RESULTS:
This plan is perfectly legal and is being executed now by millions of
people. A married couple with a stay at home mom yields $0 dollars.
An unmarried couple with stay at home mom nets $21,600 disability +
$10,800 free housing + $6,000 free Obamacare + $7,200 free food +
$4,800 free utilities + $6,000 Pell grant money to spend + $12,000 a year
in college tuition free from Pell grant + $8,800 tax benefit for being a
single mother= $75,000 a year in benefits! Are you one of them?...........
Any idea why the country is $18 trillion ($18,000,000,000,000) plus in
debt and half the population is sitting on their butt letting the other half
pay their way???
Which ½ do you belong to??? ............
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But nothing is forever! (i.e. Rome, Egypt, Maya, next?)
Rating:_______
28. MY RELATED ANECTDOTES (I saw it coming!):
1. In 1963 in a Cabrini-Green housing project in Chicago, I sold
clothing to a lady (of ill repute as you will see) with six children and
she couldn’t pay the 10% deposit in cash until she received her
government funding. So she offered to pay me with marijuana or
sexual favors. When I saw her boyfriend, I abandoned the ~ $20 of
merchandise and ran. I lost over $100 (lots of money for a student
then). Even though she owed me, I never went back (survival)!
Then I found out the game that people play: The more illegitimate
(fatherless) children, the more money they get. The kid’s last name
was “Welfare” (John, Jim, Nancy, etc., all with the last name of
welfare)! Oh, she wasn’t black, she was Puerto Rican or better said,
just another lazy human!
2. Around 1975, I was struggling to keep my new business running.
At around 9pm my then wife, asked me to buy milk and hot dogs for
our four kids that weekend. I went to Kmart before they closed, got
the milk, and decided to get steaks instead. Since it was late, only
one register was open, and I had to wait behind a woman with two
full shopping carts. I counted the money I had and returned the
steaks for hot dogs. When the women ahead of me finished her
checkout, she paid with food stamps! Whereas I paid with coins!
Sorry, but yes she was black. At the exit, a black Lincoln limousine
with a driver was waiting for her! I swear this is the truth and
nothing but the whole truth, so help me God! I always wondered
what happened to her? I’m at peace with myself and my heritage!

Rating:____
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29. WHAT GOVERNMENT CANNOT DO:
1. Regulate (control, yes) morals. They are the exclusive domains of the
family. No family, no morals.
2. Regulate/control religious beliefs. Again, they are the exclusive
domains of the family.
3. Avoid individual discrimination. We all discriminate against people who
don’t meet our criteria regardless of color, religion, etc. (i.e.: homosexual,
thieves, drunks, uneducated, etc.). Even animals discriminate against
each other!
4. Enforce real education (attendance, maybe). Education or its desire
comes from within, unless its indoctrinated.
5. Enforce/regulate practical equality. We’re similar but not equal in
capabilities, productivity; we are humans, not herds.
6. With over 4 MILLION bureaucrats on the payroll, they cannot be
HONEST, FAIR & EFFICIENT!
WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO: (I can dream,
can’t I?)
1. Enforce the Constitution and its laws, or change them through voters
or congress. NOT through decree! (Dictatorship!)
2. Protect its citizens from foreign and domestic terrorists/enemies,
bureaucratic fraud and waste.
3. Eliminate present tax system and replace with fair sales tax only. No
deductions, exemptions, frauds, waste, etc. The only FAIR TAX: the more
money you have, the more you buy, the more you pay in sales tax.
Since we all benefit, we should all pay!
4. Let each state set and run any and all social programs (per the 10th
amendment). STOP BLACKMAILING the States!
5. Only administer the nation's wealth, never its projects. Contract them
to experts that will run them for a profit!
6. Reduce bureaucracy by 10% per year for five consecutive years.
Contract all other government positions!
7. Outlaw lobbying and replace with citizen’s advocate committees from
each state and publish their requests for all of us to read. Why? Because
our SENATORS aren’t presently working for we the people.
8. Your own dreams…………
Rating:____
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30. THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY. HOW IT EVOLVED INTO WHAT IT IS
TODAY:

WHO FOUNDED IT: Originally, Thomas Jefferson. Modern perception:
Andrew Jackson.
MEMBERS: THE CONFEDERATE STATES, all PLANTATION STATES
WHAT WERE THE PHILOSOPHICAL PURPOSES: Help the poor
[enslaved?] -.
HOW WAS IT INFILTRATED BY COMMUNISM & SOCIALISM: Mostly
due to the hippies of the 1960s (now they are our POLITICAL leaders)
and through the hard-core ideologies of the SUPER RICH. Why are the
super-rich so interested in helping the poor? Answer:
to perpetuate their New Plantation with the poor, the disabled, and the
ignorant.
WHAT IS COMMUNISM? SUPRA CAPITALISM OF THE STATE
controlled by the SUPER RICH (politburo).
COMMON DENOMINATOR: I find it very difficult not to be biased against
the Democratic Party (present RINO Republicans are disciples of them),
as they are nothing but liars! And they take advantage (manipulate) of the
ignorance and necessity of the weakest of them all for the sole purpose of
enriching themselves and their control.
Rating:______
31. HOW CAN WE CURE THIS ILL COUNTRY OF OURS?
Being a recent U.S. citizen, I decided to become a conservative,
which in my native language means “keep what’s rightfully yours.” I
had risen from the poor to lower middle, to mid-middle to upper
middle class by working 7-11 (yes 7 days per week, many days over
15 hours/day). My family (four children then) suffered my absence,
but enjoyed the best opportunities in education, culture,
neighborhoods, vacations and health. This wealth eventually creates
greed and garners the attention of “legal thieves.” Before I knew it,
my over $10 million empire was bankrupt with most of the assets
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gone to my ex-wife (~10%) and the rest to her attorneys. That’s when
I found out the other meaning of “by the law.” It is not following
“what the law means,” but how you (or the judge) interpret the
written law. Remember the famous impeachment hearings of
“…..that depends on what the meaning of the word “IS,” IS” as
uttered by the 2nd biggest liar, Bill Clinton (no, not his wife… well,
no difference of morals in either case)
Again, how can we salvage what’s left of this great Country of ours?
If their destructive power is based on LIES, then the opposite of it is
the THRUT, isn’t it? Consequently, the savior of this country would
be the “truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth” so help us
God! Demand it and practice it.
The United States harbors over 90% of the world's professional “law
interpreters” (aka lawyers). Remember the 5-4 Supreme Court
decision by so-called “conservatives” (like John Roberts) to pass
the Obama care law? This decision was 100% democrat controlled
(thanks to your suicidal vote)?
Roberts found it to be constitutional because it was “NOT a health
care law, but a tax on it?” Now, explain to yourself (and ask
Congress): Since tax is due only after you buy or obtain a benefit,
why do I have to pay for Obamacare if I don’t buy it or benefit from
it? His answer (I assume) would be “because I say so.” Now, do you
understand the power of the “interpreters of the law?” They hold a
monopoly in interpreting the laws of the land! They write, interpret,
and execute the laws. After the above, what are you? Liberal or
Conservative?...............
INCOME TAX: It’s unconstitutional! Why? The universal (and our
Constitution’s) definition of tax is: “Government charge on good
(no service) for the purpose of “providing safety and services to the
taxpayers.”
1. OUR LAWS: The entire U.S. Constitution, its original 10
Amendments (Bill of Rights) and the subsequent Amendments (1127), contain less than 4000 words-that’s all! For the sake of
specificity, the Supreme Court must, once and for all, define each of
these 4000 words and, if not enough, define each and every letter!
2. Every citizen allowed to vote must pass a written and oral test, in
English only, on the subjects of our U.S. Constitution and Bill of
Rights, so they can DEFEND themselves from a “benevolent” (a.k.a.
plantation) government.
3. Only TAXPAYERS should be allowed to vote. James Madison
screwed up the wording, but he meant it when HE WROTE, “EXCEPT
NON TAX PAYING INDIANS.” If he had left out the word INDIANS, we
would have no problems (he didn’t think of what would become of
Jefferson’s political party 200 years later). Rating:______
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32. IF I WAS DONALD TRUMP:
1. I would avoid talking about the democrat candidates and
concentrate my energy, time & $ on UNMASKING the democratic
party. The candidates are only messengers of the DNC(don’t shoot
the messenger)
2. I would ask another candidate to become my V.P. or vice versa. Why?
It will take more than 2 terms (8 years) to fix DNC/Obama’s mess! So we
would alternate as president and vice president every 4 years
(constitutionally legal) for 16 years!
3. I would try to convert the black and immigrant voters to productive
citizens & conservative ideas. So they can escape the PLANTATION!
4. How? “For over 200 years, the present Democratic party, inheritor of
the original socialist, confederate, plantation state ideology, has controlled
your destiny by appealing to our God-given human feelings of love,
compassion, protection and care for the less fortunate by instituting
welfare programs in exchange for your vote. They have and will
continue to make you dependent on their will to perpetuate the plantation
enslaving of mind and body. You are no different than the encaged pet.
For those of you that risked your life, left families and loved ones behind
to migrate to the land of the free and the home of the brave, the
Democrats philosophy is no different than the politicians of the country
you left: lies, lies & Lies! Promises and promises. Favoritism, cronyism,
fraud and waste. If you want the same system as the old one you
escaped from, vote with the Democratic Party. If you want the opportunity
you came to this great country for, vote for the truth and the party that
represents it, the “Grass Roots” Tea Party, the Republican Party.
Rating:_____
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33. DISCURSO EN ESPANOL PARA DONALD TRUMP
Usted arriesgó su vida, dejó a seres queridos y escapó de su país
natal en busca de libertad, oportunidad e igualdad de la ley. Verdad?
Políticos somos políticos y muchos dicen la que usted quiere oír y
prometen lo que no pueden dar con el único objeto de tener su voto
y después, adiós! Nosotros los “conservadores” nos apegamos a la
constitución, y a las leyes de la nación. Queremos gobierno federal
limitado y no abusivo como el del país de donde usted
escapó. Queremos que el pueblo controle al gobierno y no que el
gobierno controle al pueblo como en el país de donde USTED
escapó. Queremos igualdad y oportunidad de triunfar o fallar por
nosotros mismos y no limosna que nos mantenga peones de la
hacienda conocida acá como “plantación”. Queremos que nuestros
hijos hereden estas libertades garantizadas por nuestra
constitución. Queremos valernos por nosotros mismos y no vender
nuestros derechos a los políticos mentirosos que todo prometen y
nos vejan de nuestra igualdad, libertad y oportunidad como lo dijo
Dios nuestro señor en la biblia y en la Constitución!
Si Quieren regresar al sistema político y económico del que
huyeron, voten por el partido que formaron los hacendados y se
rehusaron a firmar la constitución, en 1784, El mismo partido que
creó la guerra de secesión de 1864, para proteger a sus haciendas y
esclavizar a los pobres. Si, el mismo partido que ha implementado
muchos programas sociales con la excusa de proteger al pobre a
cambio de su libertad de voto. El mismo partido controlado por los
comunistas. Si, los mismos comunistas que hoy controlan el país
de donde usted escapó! Si, el mismo partido que se cambió el
nombres de demócrata a confederado, a liberal y hoy
progresivo! Como se llamara mañana?..... “Es la misma gata,
nomas que revolcada”!
Si quiere ser digno de usted mismo y de su futuro y el de sus hijos,
vote por mí y mi partido que promete nada más que luchar por
todos los ciudadanos y residentes legales bajo la constitución y las
leyes que han hecho a esta nación lo que era antes de que los
demócratas la esclavizaron con leyes que ni ellos mismos entienden
y según ellos mismos las pudieron pasar porque usted, el votante
es muy ESTÚPIDO para entender.
Nuestras fronteras son las paredes de nuestras casas! Usted
permitiría a cualquiera que fuese sin su permiso a entrar y ocupar
su casa?............ Le daría usted trabajo a alguien que no Hablase
español en México, Venezuela, El Salvador o de donde viene usted?
Y si si, que trabajo?......me explico? yo no conozco a ningún
inmigrante rico que no sepa Ingles, usted conoce alguno? me
explico? el secreto para el éxito es la comunicación y el
entendimiento entre nosotros, poder negociar, platicar, entender y
expresar nuestras ideas, luchar por nuestros derechos y el de
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nuestros hijos! Me explico? exijan que aprendan otro idioma. El
mundo se está encogiendo y la competencia va a ser más dura.
Yo no conozco a nadie que está en “welfare” y que sea rico
(excepto políticos). El welfare (limosna) empobrece el espíritu, mata
la ambición y lo hace esclavo de la nueva hacienda
(plantación). Quiere usted unirse a millones de inmigrantes que son
millonarios? Quiere que sus hijos lleguen a realizar el sueño de
todos los inmigrantes solo obtenible en este gran país? Haga lo
que ellos han hecho:
1. Aprenda ingles
2. Edúquense (el saber es poder)
3. Pague impuestos y exijan a los políticos que no lo roben o
desperdicien.
Como
han
llegado
inmigrantes
a
ser
millonarios
y
líderes? Pregúnteles. Puedo asegurarle que han hecho lo que hizo
el que me escribió este discurso en español. GRACIAS!
(OPTIONAL HISTORY OF A DREAMER)
Nació en rancho en Oaxaca (Oajaca), vino a este gran país con las
bolsas vacías, estudio y trabajo 20 horas diarias, se graduó de
doctor en electrónica, trabajo para la NASA en el proyecto Apolo,
compro a la compañía que le dio su primer trabajo a $1/hora y 5
anos despues la vendió por l0 veces lo que pagó por ella y empezó
su propia compañía en 1972 en Tucson, Arizona expandiendola a 5
compañías en 3 continentes. Ha dado trabajo a miles de empleados
y pagado millones en impuestos(a cambio de ~$30,000 beca y
OPORTUNIDAD). Ha obtenido 41 patentes la última a los 78 años de
edad y aún trabaja todo los días (el, le llama jugar) y si, pertenece a
la clase del 1% que pagan 70% de los impuestos! Si él lo pudo
hacerlo, que espera usted para empezar?
Rating:______
OVERALL RATING:……………

Reprinted from my 2012 P.I. novel “A KINGDOM WITOUTH A KING”
34. Manifesto To The Young (And Not So)©2012
Dedicated to my children, grandchildren and the future of this GREAT
COUNTRY (its youth).
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4-21-12
Why this MANIFESTO?
Because at my humble & glorious 78 years of age and for the 2nd time in
my life I’M AFRAID!
I’m afraid of the future of this great REPUBLIC and my descendants. I
came to realize that the younger generations are ignoring HISTORY and
will be DAMNED to repeat it! That’s why I wrote this section and included
here:
Recommended reading by age:
UNDER 20: Skip this (you know it all). My experience: I was young once
UNDER 30: Capitalism is great! (have you tried HARD?) My experience:
1961 came empty handed but full of dreams
UNDER 40: Communism (you’re too young to know about it) My
experience: German father & relatives under Soviets
UNDER 50: Socialism (you don’t know it) My experience: Born in
Mexico, lost farm to “redistribution of wealth”
ALL: Muslimism (scary) My experience:”911”, loss of freedom, airport
searches, >15%GDP waste in security.
Academia: “Dreams from my Father” (useless to talk sense to you). My
experience: I was a brainwashed teacher
Communism is great! Why? Think of this: You are born and live in a
society where the population is so homogeneous (no individuality), no
middle class(only poor and the politburo), no industry to produce or
consumers to consume, no laws to obey or break, no rights to protect or
infringe, no ambitions to fulfill or failures to suffer. Communism is needed
in this type of society because all the responsibility lies on the politburo.
All you have to do is obey and do as you are told for the rest of your life.
You won’t even have to worry about food, shelter, health, funeral or your
children! The state takes care of everything!
The pharos were the first to practice and enforce Communism over 5000
years ago, then the Greeks experimented prior to Homer (~3000 years
ago) and then the kingdoms did it to a lesser degree. In Plato’s Republic
(Kallipolis, the ideal city-state) women and children were to be common
property to all men, and children were to be bred & become specific
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tradesman, defenders or rulers (Muslim religion?). Wow! Have your read
“A brave new world?” Today, Cuba, North Korea, Iran & others are
tyrannies with communist names. Several Muslim Sikhs practice a
variation of it. After the Mexican revolution of 1910-1927, the Bolsheviks
gave up on implementing it. Why? Mexicans were too selfish (Trotsky).
The Soviets gave up after 73 years (1917-1989) and over 100 million
lives sacrificed in the name of the Proletariat (workers union) and
switched to their version of capitalism. China (1945-1996) was smarter,
they switch to state capitalism (state control of economy and production)
after only about 40 years and >40 million murdered and ~ 100 million
starved to death during Mao’ industrial revolution. In short,~30 years they
are the world’s 2nd largest economy and the richest (cash in hand) thanks
to >100 million slaves(~$3/day income).
WHAT IF?.......The Chinese were to(or have) master the printing of US
DOLLARS to help our government destroy our Nation?..........think about
it. it would be(or is) very easy to mix the real and the counterfeit.
How do I know so much? My wife is Chinese, my uncle Ronnie was a
rocket scientist enslaved by soviets, uncle Paul was Panzer commander
while uncle Hans was anti-Hitler and his son Joachim was a well-known
writer. Read “NOT I”
What Communism Really Is: Supra Capitalism of the state. In other
words, the state owns and controls everything! Even you! Private
property is illegal!
Marx and Engels: If they were alive today, they would renounce their
manifesto and embrace U.S. style capitalism. Why do I say this? Read
their manifesto (between the lines) and understand the meaning of mass
industrialization and Proletariat domination of it (unions: AMU, UAW,
AFL-CIO, SFWU, steel workers unions, etc.). Their manifesto was written
(1848) at the dawn of the industrial revolution when most new industries
were financed by the only people that had money (feudal royalty
millionaires), have you ever gotten a job from a poor person?. The
owners had no prior experience other than enslaving their subjects
(industrial plantations). You work at a mine, shop at its store, went to its
doctor and were buried at its cemetery. So, don’t get me wrong! When
written (1848) Communism, just like unions, was needed! Not anymore!
They are Mafia controlled where the inept hide in the masses
Why the Soviet Version of Communism Failed?. Individuals, unlike
cows (read ANIMAL FARM), will produce the most and the best if they
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see a reward at the end of the tunnel; otherwise, they’ll just survive. The
Soviet’s production never sufficed the population’s needs (rationing and
price control [food stamps?]). Their industrial output (cars, trains,
airplanes, bicycles, etc.) was of such low quality they couldn’t give it
away, instead they forced their satellites (enslaved counties) to buy them
at their price (Obama’s electric cars?). Yes, they were the first in space
(Sputnik), but only spoke German. And by the way, if you were a
valuable proletariat (scientist) and refused to work, you would be sent to
Siberia (concentration camps). If you escaped or committed suicide (you
are the property of the state) your whole family would be killed! How I
know? My uncle Ronnie was a rocket scientist!
Not all was that bad, you had the right to believe in anything so long as
you never talked about it even to your kids. Don’t believe it? Ask any
refugee or read the 1950’s newspapers.
One positive aspect of Communism: No lawyers are required since there
are no laws to interpret, defend or cheat on, just like in the Kallipolis of
Plato or Shakespeare’s plays. And just like in Communist China (before it
became Socialist), you were shot on sight if you were caught with drugs.
Remember: you are the state’s property! The supreme law of the land is
the Politburo (our Illuminati?)! “Communism is Great” if you, (as my wife
was) are part of the ruling class).
Interesting NOTE: If you are member of the POLITBURO, you get to be
buried in a State plot otherwise, you get to GO home (in a jar with other’s
ashes).How do I know? My in-laws were buried! Oh! And the ONE child
limit applies only to the PROLETARIAT! ( I have plenty of nephews).
If after reading the above, you still want communism, we have some free
one way tickets to N. Korea, Cuba, Iran and other selected destinations.
Write to me.
Socialism: What is it? Definitions vary with opinions. Mine is that it is
equivalent to flu, and Communism is like pneumonia. Some systems
migrate from flu to pneumonia (Cuba) and a few from pneumonia to flu
(China).
Some define it as “social justice” (Engels), others as
“redistribution of wealth” (Obama). What is justice? Socrates (~ 400
B.C.) defined justice as “the advantage of the powerful.” ( Read Plato’s
Republic) i.e. bureaucrats, judges, lawyers, super rich, elite, illuminati,
etc. (I like this definition). Modern socialism is control of the wealth
(produced by a diminishing percentage of the population) to be distribute
to an increasing majority of the population, administered by the state and,
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in the process, the state keeps a commission ( for operation,
administration, bail outs, pet projects, fraud, pork barrel and paybacks).
The money left (?) is used for welfare, mostly for the poor, disable, lazy &
DNC voters (food stamps, Obamacare, housing, Medicare, TV, cell
phones, internet access, pensions to powerful unions, etc. in other words
to buy votes from the dependent population). I equate welfare to a
modern plantation. Why? It enslaves the poor because they become
depend on the hand that feeds them. The pay back: election time. (how
do I know this? The PRI in Mexico has practice it for over 70 years!)
Socialism is great! Why? Just like Communism (without the rampage
crimes of it), the state controls the economy and by doing so, forces the
ever smaller productive sector to produce specific products (favoritism)
with subsidies, bailouts and Presidential decrees (i.e. programs promoting
electric cars, bio-fuels, solar-wind energy, etc.) while discouraging (or
forcing) others to abandon or slow down; or through regulation, high taxes
or price controls, to make their products unprofitable (i.e. oil exploration,
pipelines, nuclear power, coal production, etc.) with the final result being
two-fold:
1) Middle class pays more for everything (since 2008, gasoline has
doubled in prices, electricity is up ~20%, food is up ~15%, etc.), thus
reducing its buying power and lowering its numbers, while increasing the
poor class mass.
2) The unions’ ever increasing power over the industry and government
(Marx and Engels would be proud of themselves) creates dependency,
waste, inefficiency, favoritism and prostitution(of mind and body) This
becomes unsustainable for any system, causing tremendous deficits and
forcing companies (i.e. GM, Chrysler, the airline industry, the mining
industry, etc.), cities (i.e. Detroit, Dearborn, Harrisburg, etc.), states (i.e.
California, Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana, etc.) and even countries (~1/3 of the
European Union, U.S.A.{yes our U.S.A.}), to fall into bankruptcy or loan
defaults, creating more unemployment, loss of investors savings, homes
and even personal bankruptcies (a vicious cycle) and increasing the
*Plantation population. But, nothing is forever! Sooner or later, the
producers will produce less and less just to survive (like under
Communism), the tax revenue decreases, and the elite will print more
fake currency and---voila!
The system implodes! Don’t believe
me?.......look at Europe & the Euro they have become so dependent on
the few that work and reproduce that they have to import cheap labor
AKA Muslim refugees AKA the new Trojan horse. But don’t worry, if the
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DNC has its way (if you vote for them again), you won’t have to go to
Europe, and HBO’s & the DNC’s dream will come true soon.
China to the rescue!
Thanks to the enslaving ~900 million
peasants/workers (~$3/day) and the undervalue of their Yuan (~ 40%
low), you can buy at ~20% discount most of what you need to survive at
Wal-Mart, Dollar Stores. How do I know? I have parts made in China!
Offer: If you are anxious to live in a Socialist country, and can’t wait for
the U.S.A. to become one, free one-way tickets are available (contact
me).
*Read about the Modern Plantation in A Kingdom Without A King a
novel by this same author.
Rating:___________
35. CAPITALISM
Capitalism (U.S.A. Style): No one wrote an instructional book on
how Capitalism should work. It just evolved, grew and grew and
grew! It grew thanks to that old, useless and antiquated document
(non-verbatim definition by Barrack Hussein Obama) known as the
U.S. Constitution (and the Bill of Rights and 10 Amendments).
Under its protections, in a short time (< 100 years) the U.S.A.
became the world’s economic superstar, and in another 100 years,
with only ~5% of the world’s population, produced over 70% of its
wealth, 90% of its technology (patents), and the highest standard of
living than the rest of the world combined , with approximately 60%
of its population considered middle class, 20% poor, 10% rich and
10% super rich, while the 1st world(?) countries had ~5% ultrarich,15% rich 20% middle class and ~60% poor and the 3rd world
countries (dictatorships/sheiks/communism) ~3%ultra-rich
(politburo/Kings\dictators), 5% middle (mostly military /bureaucrats)
and>90% POOR. Capitalism has created more billionaires &
millionaires, most of them new and self-made (Gates, Jobs, Ford,
Soros [yes, Soros], capitalism doesn’t discriminate, even criminals
can become rich, etc.) than the world combined, but it lost ~20% of
them since 2008 (Obama?)
Its mighty and powerful consumerism and productivity was
exported to the rest of the world to open new markets and find new
sources of materials and labor, creating a one world market and
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increasing the standard of living of many impoverished nations. The
good, bad and ugly is unavoidable and injustices (what’s justice?)
were and are committed always in complicity with local
governments (corruption). Contrary to the well-established and
accepted practice for millions of years that the “spoils of war go to
the victors”, never (to my knowledge) did the U.S.A. enslave and
ransack the defeated nations (well, except Mexico that lost >50% of
its territory in 1848). On the contrary, it rebuilt the defeated nations
(watch the movie “A Mouse That Roared”). Germany, France (yes,
France), Italy and Japan. North Korea and Vietnam wished they had
signed the truce.
This served two purposes: 1) It stopped
Communism through Democracy and 2) opened new markets for
consumers, their innovations, products and tourist!
What gave the USA this advantage over the rest of the world? After
its Independence and protected by its CONSTITUTION, it created its
MIGHTY US NAVY to protect its interest (and the rest of the world’s)
eradicating high seas piracy!
The U.S.A. is the most generous country in the world. In times of
calamities and world hunger, we’ll help even our enemies! That’s
why they call us stupid. They don’t hate us, contrary to Obama’s
opinion. They envy us (love and envy: the two most powerful
human emotions, but envy begets hate).
Hmmmm, let’s see what this Kingdom Without A King (USA) has
done in just the last 75 years (correct me if I’m wrong!):
1. Stopped world domination by Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy,
Imperialistic (and very cruel) Japan and their satellites (1940-1945).
2. Went to the moon and back (1961-1972) (and I’m proud I was part
of it!).
3. Developed/invented 95% of all technological advances that we
enjoy today.
4. Quadrupled its food production enough to feed ½ the world’s
populations.
5. Almost doubled human life expectancy (sorry about it, S.S.A.).
6. Ended the Cold War (1945-1989/Berlin Wall) and defeated the
Soviet Union stopping its enslaving of >20 enslaved nations.
7. Exported freedom and democracy to the four corners of the world
(some counties didn’t want it).
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8. Free the world with the invention (U.S. Army) and propagation of
the internet (sorry Al Gore!).
9. Developed and explored the deep sea and shale oil deposits.
10. Developed and commercialized satellite communications so >
1.3 billion (1/6 of the world) people could watch Super Bowl XLVI!
Should I continue or have you had enough?...............
My offer again: If you want to trade places with any foreigner, I have
a waiting list.
Oh! You want to stay and reap the fruits of your ancestors? Then
fight for it! Get up early, find a job, be honest and proud of yourself
and turn in your resignation at the Plantation! Aim to become part
of the 1%. I did it! Not easy but very REWARDING!
Rating:_____
36. FANATICISM

Fanaticism-Muslimism-Feudalism: I admit I’m ignorant about your
culture and with all due respect: WAKE UP! You have been dormant for
>1400 years. If it wasn’t for your depleting natural resources and the U.S.
foreign aid and technology, you would have long perished of starvation
and internal wars! That I know you have no infrastructure, industry,
technology or ambition and can’t even compete with Asian Nations,
hungry for progress, freedom and wealth!
Believe in your God, but for Pete’s sake, eliminate the messengers (we
Christians did it). You see, religion is like a sword, it has two sides to it, it
is the greatest motivator and instigator, the greatest builder and
destructor, the greatest source of happiness and sorrow. In the hands of
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a believer, it can build the greatest art and architecture, but it can also
destroy it (you have perfect examples of both). Save your future (youth)
before it’s too late! You are frustrated with the lack of jobs, future,
dogmas, Sharia Laws, honor killings, suicide bombers, the raping of
children (under-age marriage?), enslaving of your own mothers, sisters
and daughters. The Arab spring is just the tip of the iceberg (albeit in the
wrong hands now). You don’t hate us, you ENVY us! We’re not perfect-you’ll get the good, the bad and the ugly all in one package. It’s up to you
to refine it (we will eventually). By the way, sorry about the liberal
Hollywood, rap music, pornography, homosexuality, et al! There are still
a “few good men” (and woman) left. Sincerely!
Fanaticism: “The MOST DESTRUCTIVE FORCE”(Homer ~400BC)
Academia (The 5th Column): I accuse academia (& irresponsible
parents) of: systemically destroying our future; amalgamating our
children; holding back the excellent while caring for the mediocre;
producing illiterate graduates, raping (mentally and physically) our youth;
enriching yourselves at the expense of our taxes (i.e. taxes and student
loans); producing over 1.3 million H. S. dropouts yearly of which ~65%
become drug addicts, dealers and jail inmates; destroying our moral
principles (homosexuality, promiscuousness, pornography) through
Marxist indoctrination (I was a teacher too); sending your own children to
private/charter schools(to protect them from your own teachings);
producing the new Plantation ( voters) slaves for the welfare democratic
party, and most of all, of crowning your prince (Barack Hussein Obama[or
Barry Soroete]) as King Without A Kingdom, who eliminated the gap
between poor and middle class by making us all poor (also known as
Socialism).
WHAT’S NEXT? As in Plato’s REPUBLIC (~ 350 BC) after democracy,
comes socialism (defined as the majority depends on the minority with its
moral decay [homosexuality/drugs/single moms?] Rome is burning!), then
after its bankruptcy, becomes Anarchy (watch Europe, Greece, Mexico,
our own “OCCUPY”) which is the breakdown of law and order typical of
the republic, and finally, TYRANNY (Iran, ISIS, Cuba, N. Korea, etc.) and
the cycle repeats itself for eons.
Are you ready to ignore history and be damned to REPEAT it?.................
Rating:_______
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37. I’M AFRAID!
WHY AM I AFRAID? because of the Apathy, and ignorance of voters like
YOU!, but most important, when I heard our so call “leaders” call us A
NATION OF COWARDS, SLOW AND LAZY, APOLOGIZE TO THE
WORLD FOR OUR ACTIONS, DAMN AMERICA, NEVER BEEN PROUD
OF THIS COUNTRY BEFORE, LIFE IN THE WHITE HOUSE IS HELL,
and NO ONE (even the opposition? party) revolted! I’m afraid because
our president is succeeding in DIVIDING U.S. creating a race and class
warfare just like the SDS manuscript calls for. You don’t know what
S.D.S. or the WEATHERMEN is? Ask Bill Ayers (its founder and Obama’s
mentor)
Why Am I afraid? I came to this Great Republic in 1961(Chicago),
experienced and witnessed discrimination especially against blacks and
Spanish. In 50 years I witnessed tremendous progress by some blacks
but also a great decay on its majority (welfare dependents) but little if any
discrimination by whites. Then suddenly out of nowhere came the savior,
the champion of transparency and change, the unifier, the redeemer (of
the white’s slave-guilty syndrome)and class warfare(99% vs.1%?), male
vs. female divisionism (the pill?) and accusations of discriminations(if you
don’t vote for me you are racist!), of seeing this great Country being
DIVIDED by our leaders(?).
YES, I’m afraid of you, the idealistic, utopian brainwashed, apathetic
young voter ignoring history and repeating your mistakes of 2008 & 2012!
YES, I’m afraid of you the members of the new PLANTATION (welfare)
discriminating against your OWN future& Country and repeating your
mistake of 2008 just because He’s BLACK! Can you see that they
(democrats) are the ones enslaving you via DEPENDENCY and
promotion of immorality? Don’t you know that plantation owners were ALL
democrats? That they invented WELFARE to enslave you even more
(your pet depends on you right?). That your worst enemy is YOURSELF
and your pseudo leaders that use you for their OWN benefit? That over
70% of abortions by Planned Parenthood are black babies? That over
70% OF H. S. dropouts are black? That over 30% of your young are
unemployed? That over 50% of inmates are black (you are only~12% of
the population)? That over 73% of your moms are single? Do you want
me to continue or you get my point? Look up to your REAL leaders, you
have plenty and growing!
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Other readings: “The Kingdom without a king” “Dear Mr. President, I’M
AFRAID” “The Federal Educational System has FAILED” “Tiger Parents
vs. the American education System” “Who Creates Jobs?”
My credentials:
Hard to believe, but I, like you was young and I knew it all, my parents
were ignorant. When I had my 1st child, (~30) I became afraid (for the 1st
time) of dying and leaving my children unprotected, became less
knowledgeable and my parents smarter. Funny, the older I get, the more I
learn, the less I know (Socrates: “the only thing I know is that I know
nothing”). I’m a teacher (not professor), engineer and entrepreneur
How do I know what I wrote? Born at start of WWII (world war 2), some
relatives survived Soviet communism, I survived socialism and migrated
to this great capitalist REPUBLIC not knowing the language and with no
one to help me (gracias!) but most important to stand in my way, I
became member of the now infamous 5% club (pays >70% of the taxes
[when it used to be glamorous and enviable to be successful]) without
cheating, stealing or killing anyone. You want to join us? Not easy, but
rewarding! Rating:_____________
38. UNINTENDED CONSQUENCES? (MORE)
It is unfair! U.S. public schools are
academically rated as 3rd in the
world (from the
bottom!)
RE: WSJ-Opinion, 820-15 (By Mr. Chester
P. Finn Jr. & Brandon
L. Wright)
It is unfair of you to
compare our
scholastic system to any other country. Why? For better or for worst,
we’ve very different than any other country.
1. They have a homogenous culture, family traditions, language and
values dating back many centuries. We don’t.
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2. They don’t have the economic power of persuasion (blackmail) of our
federal government or the benevolent Democratic Party always doing
good (see unintended consequences paragraph) for our poor, handicap,
racial minorities that “somehow” always end up screwed up.
3. They don’t have racial quotes that actually and intentionally denies
admission to qualified students in place of racial quotes, regardless of
their ability to learn (aka, reverse discrimination).
4. They don’t have an equal or comparable to our “Democratic Party” or a
Jimmy Carter to shove down our throat a Department of Education
(1972?) or a L.B. Johnson the “Perfect Society,” or Hussein B. Obama
“The Obamacare,” when they had ultra-majority in all three powers.
The end result is that when those selected students graduate and come
to the industry looking for a job and we (employers) test them, we just
don’t hire them and they have to drive a taxi, school bus or go to work for
any federal or state bureaucracy that has to meet the racial quota at
taxpayer’s expense. Rating:______
39. SO WHAT IF WE DO NOTHING?
1. Congress will write the new laws (that
fit in one page). 2. The president
will sign them. 3. The many
departments, agencies and
especial interest
appointees will
convert that
one page
into
thousands
of rules, regulations and restrictions to control the industry, small
business (large ones have lobbyist) and you. The result: read “WHY
NATIONS FAIL” “ANIMAL FARM”
And if you are anxious to become a socialist, Mexico is offering
permanent visas. Good luck!
Rating: _______
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40. WHAT IF THE ILLUMINATI REALLY EXISTS?
Rumors have persisted
since the founding of the
Kingdom without a King that
the founders had formed a
secret society to direct the
Kingdom (and the world) for
the purpose of world
domination. This secret
society claimed to be the
third hidden party that
controls both parties
(Democrats and Republican
{Whigs}) through its secret
branch, the Masons. The
motto of the secret society
is supposed to be, “No
matter who they vote for,
they’ll always vote for us.”
This reminds us of the Mexican & Chicago version: “It’s not who votes
that counts, but who counts the votes that matters.” Is freedom and
liberty a utopian mirage?
The Invisible Enemy
How to defeat an enemy when you don’t know who it is? Enemy soldiers
wear a uniform; terrorist nations (Iran, North Korea, Cuba, Venezuela,
Syria, etc.) are easy to find, but a secret organization within your
population is another story!
Members of the secret third party could be your neighbor, teacher, father
or even son (but never your sister or mother). How to unmask them and
defeat them? And do you really want to fight them or make them your ally
instead of your foe? “To defeat your enemy, get to know him”
(Napoleon?).
Again, the rumors are that the secret party has its roots from the Egyptian
and even Babylonian times (~3000 years ago) starting with the
persecuted Jews. This sect evolved throughout the centuries to bring
membership to other than Jews (infiltrating?) and became known as the
Masons. The socio-political environment evolved as the Catholic Church
gained dominance throughout the world thanks to the Spanish
colonization of the Americas and other Catholic Kingdoms in the pacific
region. The old guard of the semi-dormant order of the Masons saw their
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influence being crushed by the enemy (Catholic Church) via its newly
formed semi-secret society the “Knights of Columbus.” As early as the
1700s a new society was founded by two powerful groups: a) the
dissidents of the church and b) the existing royalty. The dissidents had
the brains and the royalty had the money to finance it. Thanks to the
world’s first Kingdom without a King, royalties around the world began to
collapse (France, Germany, Russia, etc.) forcing the royalty to go
underground, but not before ransacking their countries coffers. The
brains of this allegiance were not anti-religion; actually they were fanatic
religious men (never women). Some rumors claimed that they were
sorcerers and practitioners of black cult (Satan’s disciples) and that they
believed that they were selected (by their God) to be the rulers of the
world (one world order?).
How Smart Are The Enlightened?
If the founders of this great kingdom without a king were so intelligent,
learned and visionary to write the Declaration of Independence, the
Republic’s Constitution and then the Bill of Rights, how could they even
believe in an entity so contrary to their Christian beliefs? Did Plato’s “The
Republic” (Kallipolis) influence them? Did they become narcissistic to the
point that they felt superior to the rest of humanity? Did they suffer from
the “Immortality Syndrome” or they themselves fall prey to the human
vanity that all we do is predestined by God (any God) and they are the
illuminated?
Regardless of the beginnings, the founders had to ensure continuity for
generations to come. Soon they discovered that two factions of their
closed group (founders) had emerged, the Democrats (Jefferson’s group)
and the Republicans (James Madison’s group). The Democrats leaned
towards the rule by the will of the masses. In example, if 51% of your
neighborhood votes that you should be hanged. Should you be hanged?
The Republicans on the other hand insisted in Plato’s “Rule of Law”. This
is closer to the original Greco-Roman system over 3000 years old that
gave birth to the Magna Carta (the foundation of our Bill of Rights). By
example, the written law says that you should not smoke, you don’t
agree? Then change the law. Envisioning the eventual confrontation of
these two ideologies (civil war?) they (the founders) embraced the
creation of the third secret party whose founding members were only the
illuminated. How to perdure the third party beyond their natural life?
And most important, maintain its secrecy? Their direct descendants were
one source; the complicity of the two new political parties (to share
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power) was another and then what? Obviously the new breed of
intellectuals, being indoctrinated by the academia at the Ivy League
universities, became an endless supply of leaders for centuries to come.
How to insure loyalty and secrecy by the new young idealistic and
inexperienced disciples of the illuminated? Simple; use the same
methods as the Masons (their branch). 1) You must believe and fear
God more than death. 2) You must prove loyalty to us by committing a
major crime kept secret only by your mentors. 3) You must not swear
alliance to any Nation or government other than to us. 4) You must
defend the sect even at the expense of your own life or family and if so
ordered kill dissenting members (Kennedy?) or for minor offenses,
impeach them (Nixon but not Clinton?). The bottom line is that every
member of the secret illuminated society must have a mortal secret (only
known to the directors) to hide (just in case he tries to escape the sect
and if he does, there are many willing members to execute him). Note:
The Soviets practices this: If you escape or commit suicide, we’ll kill all
your family (mostly German scientists). And they DID!
Wow! Those four rules are extremely powerful so that no common man
can adhere and obey to them. But again, leaders to be are no
commoners. It requires individuals with these qualifications: 1) Hunger
for power beyond imagination. 2) Disregard for human life (wars,
targeted assassinations, etc.). 3) Alliance to a super God (represented
by the illuminated B. O. D.). 4) Willingness to sacrifice your family and
Country, if so required, for the benefit of the illuminated ones. Wow
(again)! Do you know anyone that meets these four requirements? I
don’t.
REALLY SMART?
Let’s assume (give me the benefit of the doubt) that all of the above as I
have exposed is true (after all this is just a novel, not bases in historical
or real facts, ok?). Let’s also assume that they (the illuminated) are the
smartest beings on earth and they know what’s best for us (not only the
U.S. but the whole human race) and let’s also assume that (as they
believe) there is a super God superior than our everyday God (regardless
of your religion or your God’s name) and if their ultimate goal is to follow,
obey and satisfy their super God, would this qualify them as religious
fanatics no different than the Christians of the middle ages and the
Muslims of today? Wouldn’t the present wars directed by their chosen
kings (presidents) be considered terrorist wars? Think about it!
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Now let’s assume that the previous paragraph is wrong, that they want
the best for humanity and they select the temporary King (without a
throne) and to keep people happy they switch from Republicans and
Democrats on a very equitable basis (now it’s your turn, then it’s mine,
etc.). How do they select the winner to be candidate and ensure that he
will follow their command? That he won’t rebel against their wishes and
long term plans of world control? What if that person was to blow the
whistle and unmask the illuminated? How would they stop him from
talking? Then let us consider this scenario:
The king to be must meet these requirements: 1) have heavy baggage in
his past (criminal secret?) B) proven loyalty to the illuminated (committed
a secret crime under their orders?), C) be an unscrupulous power hungry
man (the end justifies the means?), D) Be a good talker (liar) to incite the
masses (any lawyer would qualify), E) be more fearful of the illuminated
and their super God (Satan?) than anything else (including the death of
his family?). What would happened if he was to rebel against their
command? Discredit him or impeach him (Nixon?). How would you stop
him from blowing the whistle (Talking)? Plug the ears of the listeners
(control the news media). If all else fails, execute him (Kennedy?).
Question to the Illuminati: If you’re the smartest of us all, the ones who
know what’s best for this great Country (and the world), the chosen ones
by your super God, how do you explain the above? Isn’t it clear to you
that democratic Kings (without a throne) who follow Keynesian doctrines
(Socio-Communism) bring the country (and the world) down and
Republicans (not Rinos) who follow Friedman’s economic freedom raise
the country (just to be brought down by the next liberal King without a
Kingdom?) Are you, by giving us your latest pick (no previous history,
questionable parental and birthplace records and most important the least
qualified of all your previous selections) testing the American voters
intelligence, patience and resilience? (In other words, how far you can
push us and dominate us?) Well, if that is the case, like Admiral
Yamamoto said “We have awoken a sleeping giant.”
Let’s fast forward:
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The Knights to the Rescue:
Just like in the middle ages, the knights around the Western world rose to
the rescue of their (and our) civilization and stopped the Muslims bloody
aggression and dominance of ½ the known world, defeating them and
relegating them to a dormant state for over 14 centuries. The new
knights of the 21st century have risen (thanks to your latest pick of the
King without a Kingdom) not with horses but with patriotism, hungry not
for food but for freedom, liberty and self-governing as protected by our
great Constitution and its Bill of Rights.
This great populous
movement started not by politicians, generals, think tanks or academia,
but by common housewives. It resonated around the world and thanks to
the internet (another American invention) helped to create the “Arab
Spring” revolts spreading to China, Russia and many other counties, to
rid themselves of their own perpetual kings disguised as dictators. Is the
Tea Party our new knight? Rating: _______
41. CONCLUSION
WHAT IS YOURS?....................................
MINE IS: If after spending almost a year researching and writing this PI
novel, proof reading it many many times, (I’m not a native English
speaker) countless hours away from my family and thousands of $$
invested (illustrations, printing, etc.), you still think the DEMOCRATIC
PARTY is good for our great Country, then either you are a welfare
dependent or lazy or just plain stupid!............. But just in
case……….pass it along to others so they learn to work hard to
support you!

Thank you!

Jose JIMENEZ
Copyright 2016
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THE PRESENT AMENDMENTS:
(Condensed-Non-Verbatim)
XI. Federal Government: Stay out of law suits between citizens of other
states.
XII. The President and Vice President are elected by electors chosen by
each state, not by a popular vote.
XIII. Slavery or involuntary servitude is prohibited, except as punishment
for convicted crime.
XIV: All humans born in the United States shall be citizens of the United
States. Also read section 2, 3 & 4.
XV. No discrimination on voting rights of citizens.
XVI. Taxation, taxation, taxation. See section 8 of Article I.
XVII. Senators to be elected by their own state via popular vote and
represent the interest of their represented states. See original
constitutional law of Section 3, Article I.
XVIII. Alcoholic prohibition of 1919; was repealed by the XXI
Amendment in 1933.
XIX. The right to vote for all citizens of the USA.
XX. Miscellaneous regulations for the President, Vice President,
Senators and Congressman; terms and conditions.
XXI. Repeal of XVIII Amendment (Prohibition).
XXII. Presidential term limit of two terms (8 years).
XXIII. All states have the same number of electors for the President and
the Vice President as the “least” (smallest) number of any state. It is not
by popular vote.
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XXIV. Right to vote by all, including tax avoiders.
XXV. Succession of President, Vice President, Senators and
Representatives due to impeachment, resignation or death (KennedyNixon Bill).
XXVI. Lower voting age to 18 years old /
XXVII. No raises to any elected federal official while they are in office.

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
_________________

YOUR OWN CHANGES TO THE AMENDMENTS:

PS: Who would I vote for? Donald Trump! Why? He is not a
politician or a lawyer!
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